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Public broadcasting

Teleradio-Moldova:
A public service serving who?
Preamble
One doesn’t really have to look for the answer
to the question in the title. In other realities the
question would have no logic to it. But it does in
the Moldovan reality.
A 100 thousand children will spend their vacation
in camps this summer. The government allocated six
million lei for this purpose. This is a quote from a news
item widely broadcast about a year ago by Radio
Moldova. I tested the impact of this item on thirdyear journalism students, who were supposed to have
at least some sense of discernment when listening to
the radio. Their ﬁrst reaction was: the news is good,
speciﬁc, unbiased, shows clearly the concern for
children’s vacation. The news hit the bull’s eye. Now
imagine the reaction of the ordinary listener, who
doesn’t have time to ask him/herself whether 100
thousand is much or little, whether this includes all
the children of the country or just a tenth of them,
and who doesn’t have time to divide 6 million by 100
thousand in order to try and understand how each
child can have a swell time on 60 lei allocated for the
entire summer. The listener doesn’t have time to do
this because other news pieces follow, for example
one about 100 thousand jobs created in the last
four years. And the listener doesn’t have time again
to divide this number by 4 years, 12 months, 600
municipalities in order to ﬁgure out the number of
jobs a municipality creates per month. This is how
a virtually worthless eﬀort can be made to seem
worth millions. You don’t even have to sing hymns
to anyone, all you have to do is start the news by:
“After the transition to new districts the economic
units saw a revitalization…” When you hear such
specimens of “public journalism” you can’t but ask
yourself: did the editor write this in order to make
it through the famous competition for the National
Public Broadcast Institution (NPBI) TeleradioMoldova or did they pass the competition in order
to write this way?

For the 2005 election campaign Teleradio-Moldova
donned the new robe of a public institution. But the
new robe didn’t prevent it from covering the campaign
as before, when it was run by the state and when it was at
the same time both state-run and public, as the current
Broadcast Law provides. Nothing to be surprised about:
everyone does what they know and can do. Those who
know how to build a hut will not try to build a castle.
It’s pointless even to propose to them to do this, even if
they should accept.
The specimens I mentioned are characteristic of
Teleradio-Moldova’s “editorial independence” set by
law. There is a problem with the law if it only states but
provides no means for safeguarding that independence.
Of course, one can inscribe on a ﬂag what’s in the law
and then take this ﬂag all the way, i.e. until reaching the
status of a public institution. But that’s not a convenient
way. The path is thorny, and the ﬂag is heavy. And then,
also, the public is something foggy, you can’t touch it,
while the authorities are very material, and they can
actually bite. So, what’s left is to choose who to serve.
But then you have to acknowledge this honestly and
stop mimicking profound changes because otherwise
a paradox will bog you down: we join the Council of
Europe (CoE) in order to ignore the CoE rules; we
adopt the NPBI Law in order to avoid creating a public
institution. Where is the logic? I personally feel no
comfort at all in the fact that Moldova is a CoE member,
or that we are the ﬁrst among CIS states to have started
building a NPBI but still have no NPBI.

Content
The Teleradio-Moldova Company entered the
elections campaign subject to pressures from both
inside and outside. The internal pressure was a
natural reaction to the way in which it was staﬀed. In
fact, if we were to transcribe and publish at least one
meeting of the staﬃng board (all the meetings were
recorded on audio), this would be a perfect guide
for how not to select your staﬀ. The pressures from
outside meant a response to the way in which the new
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institution went on operating without any changes,
although the charter required a new form of work.
All the monitoring exercises found that the NPBI
was fraught with political partisanship. The situation
became so bad that the president of the country
called on the institution’s Council of Observers (CO)
to improve it.
Formally, Teleradio-Moldova complied with the rules
imposed by the election legislation in force. In reality,
however, the audience received truncated election
information, just as in the previous elections. Nothing
new this time either. The journalists at the Company
showed again their attachment to pseudoevents. In
January-June 2005, the Association of Broadcast Media
APEL conducted a monitoring of the Company’s
broadcasts during its transformation into a public
institution and could not ﬁnd enough evidence that
would point to the Company’s adherence to the values
of a true public broadcaster. As an example, we will
refer to the non-election newscasts between February
1 and March 6, 2005, which was the most important
time slot during the election campaign. On both Radio
Moldova and TV Moldova 1 the newscasts covered
mainly the central government. Thus, among the top
10 institutional actors featured on Radio Moldova
were the government, Ministry of Internal Aﬀairs,
Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs, the ministries of health,
defense, education, justice, transports, the parliament,
and the department of statistics and sociology. They
received about 80 percent of the frequency and length
of coverage in non-election news. The top actor on TV
Moldova 1 was the president of the country. Moreover,
during this period he was shown twice as frequently as
in January. The top 10 actors occupied about 90 percent
of non-election news time despite the president’s call on
the CO to limit the coverage of the authorities during
elections.
Another telling indicator is the number of sources
used by the journalists of the Company. To clarify
the ground rules, we will quote the “Guidelines for
the work of the public broadcaster in Moldova”
developed by OSCE and the Special Representative to
Moldova of the CoE General Secretariat. Thus, “News
have to be based on veriﬁed sources. Information
can be disseminated as a real fact only if it has been
veriﬁed against two independent sources”. This is the
rule. And the reality? More than 90 percent of non-
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election news on radio and TV were based on a single
source. Then the question arises: were actually real
facts disseminated in those 90 percent of cases? If we
also remember that in 90 percent of the non-election
news the stories were non-conﬂictual, then one gets
the impression that Moldova is the embodiment of
harmony. What a perfect and spectacular match with
the reality in a country which is split, monitored by
the Council of Europe, in crisis and endless transition,
the poorest in Europe, a country where a million of its
citizens are outside in the world at large, and where
humans are being traﬃcked. No drugs, no corruption.
The country is peaceful and idyllic. It also has a
“watchdog”, a very nice one, sensitive to the will of
the authorities, who accept to be talked about only in
good terms or not at all. Funny the Romans said the
same about the dead.
Both the radio and the TV organized 20 shows each
with election candidates. Each party and election block
went on air 5 times, and each independent candidate
4 times. It is sound logic that independent candidates
should go on air less than political parties, although
the Election Code prescribes equal conditions for
all candidates. The law needs to be changed in this
respect.
As a general rule, all candidates were treated fairly
by Teleradio-Moldova. The only problem was that
the element of debate was lacking in the so-called
election debates, especially on the radio. On TV
debates appeared when the moderator was replaced.
This was an interesting experience and it needs to be
institutionalized. The composition of every show and
the order in which candidates answered questions were
justiﬁed and credible. In most cases the moderator
was fair and asked impartial questions. In most cases,
that is, not always. Here is one example: At the initial
stage of debates candidates were asked the following
question: “During elections candidates usually make
promises of a better life, but often such promises
are detached from reality. Since the development
of all the walks of life in our country depends on
economic development, what are your speciﬁc and
useful ideas for these elections? Does the Economic
Growth and Poverty Reduction Strategy (EGPRS),
approved by international organizations, contradict
your socio-economic program?” The point of this
question is obvious. In reality, if “translated”, it states
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the following: “The promises of the incumbent party
were not empty, as the party developed the EGPRS
which was approved even by the foreigners. What else
could you contribute by your program when there is
already one—the EGPRS? Do you have anything to say
against it? If you do, this means you are also against
international organizations. There is nothing else you
can say besides EGPRS. And we know who developed
the EGPRS”. The representative of the governing
party in the show states, of course, that there can be
no contradiction between the election program and
the EGPRS, since it was namely his party that had
developed the EGPRS. But the answer was clear from
the very beginning! And if so, then why tell the listener
what he knows already? To be sure, it is important
for the listener to know exactly the programs of all
the candidates, but the question could be reworded
in a more balanced way, for example: “In what way
and how quickly are you planning to reduce poverty?
And by how much?” This is what I am interested in
as a voter because an EGPRS doesn’t mean yet the
disappearance of poverty. This is only a strategy. And
I will vote for those who can tell me that poverty
can be reduced in 4 or 8 years. However, I didn’t get
any answers from that show. This question was asked
both on the radio and on TV. Why? It was asked
during several debates in a row. This was a violation
of fairness because after the ﬁrst show all the other
participants could prepare their answers beforehand.
In order to avoid this, new questions could have been
asked. Or the shows could be organized diﬀerently,
so that each participant could draw their question as
in a lottery. There were many other ﬂaws, made on
purpose or by mistake, but what’s important here is
the conclusion: the organization of election debates
requires skill, professionalism, and honesty. And a lot
of consideration for the target of this information—
the tax payers supporting Teleradio-Moldova—so that
there would be no room left for all sorts of questions
after the debates.
A seminar organized in Chisinau on 8-9 February
2005, with the support of the Information Bureau of
the Council of Europe in Moldova, on “The Media
and Elections”, found that the airtime allocated for
debates was not enough for an adequate information
of voters; that the notion of “election news” was not
clearly defined in the regulatory framework; that
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many media outlets were into political partisanship
by supporting the incumbent government and that
the partisanship was especially severe at TeleradioMoldova, which in its capacity of a nationwide public
broadcaster had to be impartial and unbiased; etc.
The seminar developed some recommendations for
the Central Election Commission (CEC) and the
Broadcasting Coordination Council (BCC), which
were the institutions authorized to regulate the
media during elections. It is worth mentioning here
how the BCC set the weekly ceiling for the debates’
airtime. The civil society had indicated clearly
during BCC and CEC meetings the need to allow
broadcasters to organize debates as they saw fit. The
provision setting a ceiling created such a confusion
that several days before the elections the BCC and
the CEC had to change it, thus disrupting the work
of broadcasters. However, as things often happen in
Moldova, nobody turned out to be liable for such
mistakes. As far as the refusal of some broadcasters
to cover the elections goes, this is their personal
choice, allowed by the law. However, there seems
to be a problem with the law because since private
broadcasters use radio and TV frequencies, which
are a national resource, and since elections are of
major social interest, these are reasons enough to
change the law in this respect.
One recommendation of the seminar, regarding the
deﬁnition of “election news”, said: “during elections all
news concerning the government shall be regarded
as election information. Such information must be
balanced by at least two comments/opinions from the
opposition”. The recommendations are not binding,
but they are based on CoE principles concerning
elections coverage. We have spoken above about the
way in which Teleradio-Moldova news concerning the
government were balanced. The situation requires no
further comments.
The parliamentary elections campaign was a test
for the NPBI. A routine one. The NPBI passed the test.
But no applause followed because the NPBI showed
no consideration for the beneﬁciary of its product. The
way in which the NPBI acted during the elections, as
well as before and after them, doesn’t seem to show that
although it exists on public money it understands that
it must accept public control as a natural element of its
work.
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Conclusion
The reaction of the NPBI management to the
monitoring carried out by the civil society was hostile
and even oﬀensive to the monitoring agents. This is
inexplicable if we are to consider that monitoring is
one of the many ways in which the public can control
the broadcaster. When asked by a journalist, one
representative of the NPBI management answered
that the monitoring was irrelevant because it had been
conducted by a maﬁa of NGOs. Even if we accept this
absurd opinion, some questions still arise. First, since
the ﬁndings of the monitoring conducted by NGOs
coincide perfectly with the objections expressed by
the president in his address to the CO, does this mean
that the president, too, is a secret agent of those NGOs?
Second, why does the NPBI react diﬀerently to the
monitoring than to the president’s call, while both the
monitors and the president are saying the same thing
about the quality of the NPBI product? Why is it that
when the civil society expresses a conclusion it is seen
as incompetent, but when the president expresses the
same opinion the NPBI complains of its poverty and
says it needs a century to start working well? Third,
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aren’t actually those “incompetent” NGOs also part
of the public? And isn’t the NPBI supposed to serve
the public, that is the NGOs, too? Or perhaps the
public should be divided into good and bad, ours and
yours, black and white? Who is incompetent, after all?
In this context we believe it is dangerous to use the
excuses that the transformation of the Company into
a public institution takes time and that Society,too,
has to be ready to accept an NPBI. First of all, society
didn’t request ﬂesh’n’blood on the screen, but it’s there
nevertheless, and society has swallowed and continues
to swallow it. Secondly, just one small step—rejecting
all news which rely on a single source—would already
be a major leap in improving the quality of the product.
To be sure, this costs money, especially on television.
But there are solutions. One solution would be “better
in smaller quantity but of better quality”. Another
one—the second source can be called on the phone.
And then, if you have taken on the job of building a
public radio and TV then build it! It’s ridiculous to
accept a job only to invent excuses for not carrying out
the job description. If the European vector is one and if
it has been chosen in all honesty, then there can be no
parallel paths leading to Europe.

Ion BUNDUCHI
Executive director, APEL
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The elections as a test...
The parliamentary elections of 6 March 2005
were a serious test not only for the political
parties of Moldova and the democratic
institutions of the state, but also for the media
which were given a chance to show they had
matured and become professional in election
coverage. Have the media passed the test?
The monitoring of the behavior of 34 media outlets,
which comprised 10 newspapers, 12 radio stations
and 12 TV stations, between 6 January and 6 May
2005 (the parliamentary elections campaign, the postelections period, and the coverage of the elections of
the new president by the parliament) inclines towards
a negative answer. Some media outlets gave in—for
political or business reasons—to the pressures of the
politicians and became involved in the struggle for
power alongside political parties on one or the other
side of the “barricade”. Thus, they lost (at least for the
elections period) their role of independent opinion
makers and became mouthpieces of political parties
or election blocks. Nevertheless, there were several
examples of a balanced and non-partisan coverage
of the elections campaign, which gives us a certain
feeling of optimism regarding the future of the media
in Moldova.
The monitored printed press was active in
informing voters about the election process and
provided enough space on its pages to this topic (less
so in the case of Komsomolskaia pravda v Moldove,
which only touched on the elections). The election
news were generally balanced, but the editorials and
commentaries were not. Depending on their political
sympathies, some newspapers resorted to selecting
the news items and publishing only those favorable
to the election candidate they supported and/or
those unfavorable to his/her opponents. Besides,
news unfavorable to the supported party were also
omitted. This was especially true of Moldova Suverană,
Nezavisimaia Moldova and Vesti Gagauzii which
were showpieces of political commitment in favor of
the incumbent party. In spite of their obligation—by
virtue of being funded from the state budget—to
reﬂect the entire range of opinions existing in society,
these publications behaved as election agents for

the Communist Party (PCRM), while their election
content was not very diﬀerent from the content of
the newspaper published by PCRM. More often
than not, these newspapers did not make a clear
distinction between the incumbents’ governmental
and party functions. In the entire course of the
elections campaign, and before it as well, the public
outlets teemed with laudatory pieces about the (real
or imaginary) achievements of the PCRM in the ﬁrst
four years of government, while opposition parties
appeared only in negative context and often in biased
stories based on speculations and personal attacks.
The public papers thus violated internationally
accepted standards regarding the behavior of the
mass media during elections, including the right
of political parties to have access to public media
during election campaigns and the right to reply in
the public media to inaccurate coverage or erroneous
representation. Public newspapers turned most
often to PCRM representatives, governmental and
Central Election Committee oﬃcials as sources of
information. In some cases national or international
experts were also quoted, but this was done only
when their assessments were favorable or neutral to
the governing party.
In the whole course of the campaign the private
papers Timpul de dimineaţă and Săptămîna covered
positively competitors other than PCRM (especially
the Election Block “Our Moldova”), while Moldavskie
Vedomosti did the same for the Peasant Christian
Democratic Party. Even though PCRM was covered by
the private outlets monitored in a rather negative light,
the editorial message of the private newspapers—an
anti-Communist one in essence—was not as categorical
and left room for other opinions as well. Also, private
newspapers relied on a much larger number of sources,
which provided diﬀerent, sometimes contradictory
points of view.
An example of a balanced coverage of the elections
was the Russian-language weekly SP from Bălţi. The
stories in this newspaper were most often neutral, and
the information was relayed in a balanced and nonpartisan manner. The news relied on a large number
of sources from diﬀerent “political camps”. Also, SP
paid the most attention to and was the most consistent
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in voter education by publishing articles on how
voters can exercise their constitutional voting right
and comparative analyses of the election platforms
of parties and blocks running for parliament, but
without supporting directly any of them. Quite a large
number of voter-education stories were also published
by newspapers Timpul de dimineaţă, Unghiul, and
Moldavskie Vedomosti. The public papers Moldova
Suverană, Nezavisimaia Moldova, Vesti Gagauzii
and Farul Nistrean paid very little attention to voter
education.
The public newspapers presented the victory of the
Communist Party in a celebratory manner, as they did
when Vladimir Voronin was re-elected to the position
of the country’s president by the governing party
in coalition with some opposition ones. The media,
which did not support the PCRM in elections, focused
more on the poorer performance of the Communists
as compared to previous parliamentary elections, and
their comments gravitated around the possibility of
organizing repeat elections.
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The post-electoral behavior of the political parties
received diﬀerent comments from the media. The
public outlets continued to support unreservedly the
governing party and covered in a positive light the
opposition parties, which had voted for the re-election
of Voronin as president, while private papers criticized
severely the leaders of the Christian Democratic
Popular Party, Social Liberal Party and Democratic
Party which had allied with PCRM.
The conclusion regarding the behavior of the
mass media in the parliamentary elections campaign
of 2005 would be that the state-run (public) media
were completely biased and partisan in favor of the
Communist Party. As far as the private newspapers
were concerned, many of them supported opposition
parties and were as biased as the public media. However,
some private newspapers maintained their editorial
independence and some balance in their journalistic
message in spite of pressure from parties and their
own political sympathies. Such newspapers represent,
I believe, the model we should strive for.

Petru MACOVEI
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The local press:

newspapers and market conditions
After about a decade of working with almost no competition, the independent local publications saw
the reappearance in the media market of a wealthy, government-subsidized neighbor—the newspapers
of the district councils, revived by the current government under the influence of an older, Bolshevik
need to dominate in the provinces using the media as tools for such a domination. The independent
newspapers had to start competing for their audiences, gain access to the information held by local
authorities, seek advertising, etc. in unfair conditions and against a competitor who has no rules and
who faces no operational problems—they are solved easily by official order and taxpayer money.
We wanted to look at the findings of the interviews presented below in order to see how independent
regional newspapers operate before the necessary changes in this sector of the media, i.e. the
privatization of all the local publications, have taken place. This proposal has been put forward by the
Association of Independent Press, which aims at leveling the field on which official papers have the
advantage today. This scenario is proposed in case the authorities fail to make good on their promises
of democratization, which in the media sector includes the dissolution of all state-run publications.
1. How did the local press market develop (or
regress) after the appearance of district
newspapers published by the local public
administration bodies ?
2. Can the unfair competition created by district newspapers require a revision of the editorial policy of
the independent local publications?
3. Does the recent situation in the media market inﬂuence in any way your circulation and audience?
Has the advertising revenue diminished in the new
circumstances?

4. Do you have to turn to editorial practices that would
allow you to maintain circulation? In such cases do
you face the risk of acting against the principles of fair
journalism?
5. What other speciﬁc issues in terms of journalistic
survival or problems appearing outside the publication could undermine the normal operation of your
newspaper?
6. Are you pessimistic or optimistic about the future of
the independent local publications under the current
political circumstances?

Tudor IAŞCENCO, Cuvântul, Rezina
1. According to our business plan, in 2005
Cuvântul’s circulation had to be 4,500-4,800 copies. We
are almost sure that if there had been no territorialadministrative “anti-reform” we could have reached
this target. The regression to a system of districts
aﬀected the development of regional publications.
First of all, the district oﬃces of Posta Moldovei were
headed by people loyal to the governing Communist
Party (PCRM), who, together with the Communist
mayors, were doing their best to promote central
and local publications that supported the governing
party.
Secondly, in almost all the districts the
newspapers of the district councils have been

revived; they are sold at a price much smaller than
that of private publications because they are heavily
subsidized by the state budget. The Farul Nistrean (FN)
newspaper, published by the Rezina and Şoldăneşti
district councils, received in the second half of 2005
more than 160 thousand lei. By comparison, Cuvântul
spent a total of 305 thousand lei in 2004. All the
municipalities, state institutions, post oﬃces are told
exactly how many copies of FN to subscribe to. They
also provide to the newspaper transportation, which
is supervised by district oﬃcials. The newspaper
is sold at almost half the price of Cuvântul. The
municipalities and state institutions are compelled
to advertise only with FN.
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On the other hand, post oﬃces ﬁnd all sorts of
excuses to impede the distribution of independent
newspapers. In the fall of 2003 the Rezina Post Oﬃce
started the subscription to Cuvântul a month later than
had been planned saying that it had “not been included
in the national catalogue”, although this was not an
obligatory and necessary condition for distribution.
Given these circumstances, in some communities
Cuvântul’s circulation in 2004-2005 shrank somewhat
due to mayors and local post oﬃces, while in the
communities were the PCRM does not have as much
inﬂuence the circulation increased. Thus, we failed to
reach our target of 4,800 copies and remained at the
previous circulation level of 3,800-4,000 copies.
2. Before 2003 we had published for four years the
Oﬃcial Gazette of the Rezina Municipality as Cuvântul’s
supplement. We had a good cooperation with the
district authorities, although the Orhei county council
issued its own publication Plaiul Orheian. Since 2003 we
have given up all cooperation with the authorities and
political bodies. We accept only their advertising and
only if it doesn’t violate the law and doesn’t aﬀect the
image of our newspaper. According to the Rezina district
authorities the need for the district council to issue its
own newspaper (which works only for the PCRM faction
of the council) “is dictated by the fact that we have no
inﬂuence on Iaşcenco and his newspaper Cuvântul”.
In spite of all the diﬃculties we are not going to
conform. The tough competition we have to face from
state and party press makes us seek new solutions to
keep our business alive.
3. I have answered the question about circulation
above. I would like to add only that the sale price of
the newspaper has been constant for four years now.
We sell 90-93% of the print run by subscription and
the rest in direct sales. On 1 May 2005, we terminated
the sale contract with the Rezina Post Oﬃce because
they wanted to double the fee for this service. Now we
are searching for new ways of selling the newspaper
directly. According to the study of media audiences
in Moldova, conducted every year by IJC, in the
last three years Cuvântul has been constantly in 8th
or 9th place among the weeklies of the country;
the revenues from sales and advertising have been
increasing every year.
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4. In the circumstances of Moldova, especially given
the fact that we started publishing newspapers from
scratch, without any state or party aﬃliation, without
having experience and knowledge about how to do it,
we had to use various tactics to survive. For example,
Cuvântul, similarly to other API-member newspapers,
is distributed in some organizations based on collective
subscriptions. This, in a way, inﬂuences the relations
between the newspaper and those organizations,
although not always. For example, SA Ciment subscribes
to about 300 copies. However, Cuvântul is constantly
monitoring the work of this manufacturer in terms of
complying with environmental and health legislation,
work conditions, etc.
5. The local press faces a deep deficit of staff. In
the last 20 years dozens of people from Rezina and
Şoldăneşti went to universities to study journalism.
None of them came back. The major part of the
old staff can’t free themselves from a subservient
mentality. On the other hand, the population no
longer wants to read. According to a study conducted
in 10 general schools from the districts of Rezina
and Şoldăneşti, more than 80% of teachers do not
subscribe to newspapers. Pensioners represent the
most active readers in villages, but compared to the
entire population their number is very small. This
situation has many causes. The main one, I believe,
is the low quality of the newspapers. The state and
party media have destroyed the reader’s trust in
the truthfulness and objectivity of the media as a
whole. On the other hand, a paper with few readers
can’t attract enough advertising. The relationship
between the printed press and their readers is much
more complicated today than 10-15 years ago. The
solution, I believe, is in the independence of the
media from the state.
6. In any event, the future belongs to independent
media. I don’t think the current government will
support the independence of the media. What we
could expect would be some actions mimicking a
reform of the media, which would complicate the
situation even more. This is especially true given the
fact that a good part of the journalists here and in
Chişinău prefer serving others instead of representing
and promoting the fourth estate.
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Slava PERUNOV, Spros i predlozhenie (SP), Bălţi
1. Unfortunately, in the case of our town, we could
not speak about a certain direction in which the local
media would have evolved. The Bălţi municipal council
paper has always existed and it does not aﬀect in any
way the popularity of SP, although they do represent
some competition. But I also know, from what editors
of local newspapers have told me, that the revival of
the tradition of district newspapers has considerably
aﬀected the local independent publications.
2. I think that any competition can be beneﬁcial
as well, as it stimulates your creative thinking and
makes you organize your newspaper business in the
best possible way. This is why the papers published
by the authorities are in some way a challenge to the
independent publications, making them more valiant
and incisive; they push the independents beyond
the sheer information and education of the reader,
prompting them to become entertaining as well, which
is not a forte in the local press.
Of course, the existence of a state press is unfair
in itself, and we should demand the closure or
privatization of the media published by public money;
however, the independent newspapers should ignore
such publications and put out good and interesting
newspapers. In other words, the editorial policy may be
revised under the pressure of unfair competition, but
only in a positive way.
3. The recent situation in the media market has
not inﬂuenced the circulation or the audience of our
newspaper, since our readership is diverse. However,
when the Communists came to power the municipality
and other state bodies diminished the amount of
information they used to put out. SP is under a tacit
boycott, and in this respect the newspaper of the
municipal council Golos Bălţi is not our competitor as it
is the only publication to receive oﬃcial information.

4. I don’t know what kind of tactics you mean. One
thing I can say for certain: the circulation has been
maintained exclusively by our readers, and I am not
aware of any other tactics.
5. One issue that prevents our newspaper from
operating properly is the unfair tax legislation, as we
have to pay 5% of our advertising revenue to the city,
although we already pay VAT on advertising and many
other taxes. I know that in Chişinău this law has been
canceled, while here there is nobody to ﬁght for this.
Makler pays its taxes in Chişinău, Accent provincial in
Glodeni, Golos Bălţi is a city newspaper, so we are the
only ones left, and just one newspaper, which is not
liked to boot, has no chances of being listened to. We
would like to speak with some experts in this area who
could help us get this tax cancelled.
Just like all the other publications in Moldova, we
also have ﬁnancial problems which are caused by the
circumstances mentioned above; this aﬀects the quality
of our print, and newsprint and other supplies are
constantly becoming more expensive. We do not have our
own oﬃces, which is also a problem. We lack journalists
and qualiﬁed managers—it is almost impossible to ﬁnd
people competent enough, who would be able to promote
the newspaper, market it, take care of the business side,
and therefore we have to learn everything by ourselves.
6. Generally I am an optimist, and so I am with regard
to the future of the local press. Especially given the fact
that now, after the closure of the governmental papers
Nezavisimaia Moldova and Moldova Suverană, there are
more reasons to be optimistic. I think this process is
irreversible and the state-run district publications will
be closed down, too, because there is no room for them
in a democratic society. And if foreign investors should
come to Moldova willing to invest in the media, the
future of our media will be even brighter.
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Victor COBĂSNEANU, Observatorul de Nord, Soroca
1. One should mention that the former newspapers
run by the local authorities have been reopened only in
the districts where the governing party has the majority
in the district councils. As a rule, such newspapers are
not published by professionals but rather by people
who are ideologically close to the authorities. However,
the Soroca district council newspaper, Realitatea, is an
exception, as it is edited by people with a background
in journalism. The appearance of this paper did not
mean the emergence of a worthy competitor but
rather of a paper ready to respond to the requests of
the authorities. For example, during one of the DC
meetings, Ms. Elena Bodnarenco, then ﬁrst secretary
of the district committee of the PCRM and currently
member of the Moldovan parliament, said that “we
did our best to reopen the Realitatea newspaper”. Later
on, many PCRM members, including some of the top
oﬃcials of the district, supported this newspaper
during the subscription campaign and denigrated
Observatorul de Nord. And this does not even speak
about the ﬁnancial backing that this publication gets.
2. The unfair competition cannot change our
policy and orientation. Our newspaper has always
been and will always be devoted to the principles of
democracy and transparency. There is just one thing
we cannot aﬀord to do—we cannot print ungrounded
criticism or spread rumors about individuals or
organizations. The attempts of some to gag us have
failed, and a telling fact in this respect is that in its
eight years of operation our newspaper has not lost
a single lawsuit. Unfortunately, some newspapers,
who claim that they are independent, cracked under
the pressure of the authorities or just sold their
freedom and independence. To be sure, they did this
in a hidden way, and some still do it today. This is
also shown by the fact that some newspapers have
been excluded from the Association of Independent
Press.
3. Over the years, the circulation of our newspaper
increased from 200 to over 8,000 copies. Today
we print about 7,000 copies, and this shrinking
of our circulation was caused by the territorial-

administrative reform. However, we managed to
preserve some of the readers in the neighboring
districts of Drochia, Floreşti and Donduşeni, as
well as in the city of Bălţi. Our circulation could
be even higher if people’s salaries and pensions
were higher. In terms of advertising, I should say
that Observatorul de Nord is in great demand with
individuals not only from our district but also
from other districts of the country (Chişinău, Bălţi,
Cimişlia, Floreşti, Drochia, etc.).
4. We do not use unorthodox methods to attract
readers. Our tactic is and has always been to issue
a good-quality newspaper and show respect for the
reader. We already have a circle of readers who need
no persuasion. I could say that in the ﬁrst ﬁve years we
worked to build a name, and now the name “works”
for us. We ﬁnd the API-published supplements very
useful, especially the bimonthly Fermierul. One other
thing about subscriptions is that approximately 2030 percent of subscribers pay in agricultural produce
rather than cash.
5. The biggest issue we have to face today is the
passivity of the people, especially of the intellectuals.
Then there are shortages of staﬀ, the majority of
journalism graduates are not able to meet the work
requirements of the day, and the best ones prefer to
live in big cities rather than in provinces. Other issues
I would mention would be poverty, emigration and
unfair competition from the newspapers aﬃliated to
the authorities.
6. Given the current political context there
isn’t much room for optimism, so I would say that
“time will show”. If the newspapers run by the local
authorities followed the example of Nezavisimaia
Moldova then we could start speaking about normal
competition, but otherwise things are not going to
change. In fact, here in the provinces one doesn’t feel
any change, and the opposition councilors are too few
and too passive. But if we had a normal competition,
many independent newspapers would disappear
from the market. It is not the district council nor the
Communist party to decide who will stay, it is the
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Nicolae SANDULEAC, Unghiul, Ungheni
1. Even though the reappearance of the district
newspapers has created certain problems, mainly
linked to unfair competition, the situation of the
independent newspapers has not worsened but, on
the contrary, they have developed even further. This
is shown by the increase in the circulations of the
Association of Independent Press (API) members.
To be sure, the massive support granted by the local
public administration to some newspapers has shaken
the foundation of the independent press (journalists
leaving, problems with subscriptions, etc.), but it is
the reader who makes the choice at the end of the
day. And the reader chooses the independent press.
Over the two or three years since the state-run
papers appeared, none of them has reached, as far as
I know, a circulation higher than 1,000-1,500 copies,
while among the independent press such cases are
singular.
2. Yes, the unfair competition creates problems,
but this does not inﬂuence in any way the position
of the independent local media in terms of reviewing
their editorial policies. The principles of objectivity
and balance remain the main pillars in their work.
The unfair competition, however, has led to revisions
of the way in which the newspaper is organized:
new marketing tactics, new angles on stories,
more information, etc. Readers believe more the
information published by independent media. We
started publishing Unghiul when the state-run district
and city newspapers still existed. But both of them
disappeared. Then later on the county council, too,
started publishing its newspaper, but it existed only
for one year. Then there was a state-run local TV
station. For two years now they have been trying to
create a state-run radio station, but it’s not on yet. The
information that Unghiul provides cannot be supplied
by state media. State media cannot provide the quality
of the product we are providing. I know that in one
district the local state-run district newspaper receives
250-260 thousand lei every year, but its circulation has
never gone above 1,000 copies, where they started.

3. I said above that in Ungheni there is no state
publication at present, but there are two other
independent ones. However, I don’t think this
inﬂuences the circulation of our paper—it is always at
least 8,000 copies and the trend is upwards. As I said,
we have to supply to the reader quality information.
Even when several publications are being printed at
the same time, we should not be worried because each
of them has to ﬁnd its own segment in the market,
if they want to survive, and they have to ﬁght for
the reader. And there is only one weapon, the quill—
producing much quality, timely, balanced, objective,
informative, useful information. All the information
published in Unghiul is local, with small exceptions.
If the reader cannot ﬁnd out in his newspaper what’s
going on around him, if he can’t conﬁrm or refute the
rumors he has heard from neighbors, in the market,
or in the street, then next time he will subscribe to a
diﬀerent paper.
4. Yes, each paper has its own tactics of building
the circulation. But this should not aﬀect the
principles of accurate journalism. The “made”
circulations disappear very quickly, so do the
respective newspapers. The papers with permanent
readers stay. We have to be honest with each other,
we have to respect ourselves, then the reader, too,
will have respect for us.
5. We don’t have any major problems other
than those created by the state: frequent changes
in the taxation policy, numerous controls, unfair
competition, etc.
6. I have always been and will always be an
optimist concerning the future of independent
publications. This is what we are actually trying to
prove by Unghiul’s eight-year existence, as do all the
other API-member newspapers. I am glad to see
that in the last three years none of them has gone
under, in spite of the newly-created state-run papers
supported by the local public administrations, which
in reality spend public money without asking the
taxpayers whether they want it.
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Ion CIUMEICĂ, Business info, Cimişlia
1. In general, this phenomenon can and must be
seen in positive light, since the population has the
opportunity to become informed from supplements
that are complementing the media market of
Moldova. Competition has appeared between local
newspapers and this, obviously, contributes to the
improvement of the content and graphic quality of
the printed press.
2. We certainly revised our editorial policy to a
certain extent: now we write less about the work
of district councils, departments and divisions,
territorial services, as the authorities’ newspapers
are doing this job very well. We charge fees for the
stories that local and district public administrations
want to publish in our newspaper. We also comment
more often on the decisions passed by district
and local councils, municipalities, a job that the
authorities’ newspapers do not do.
3. When the publications Curierul de Hânceşti
and Curierul de Leova appeared, the circulation of
Business info in those districts decreased because the
municipalities, businesses, and post oﬃces were forced
by the authorities to subscribe to the “pocket papers”
and give up our newspaper. However, the number of
our readers increased in the districts of Basarabeasca
and Cimişlia, where there are no papers published
by the authorities and where we cooperate with the
district councils. There is little advertising at the
district level, and even though the advertising revenue
has diminished somewhat here, it has increased after
we entered the advertising market of the capital. Our
weekly, as well as publications such as SP, Cuvântul,
Observatorul de Nord, Unghiul and Cuvântul Liber with

which we have a close cooperation, run quite a lot of
advertising commissioned by businesses in Chişinău.
4. We are not trying to maintain the circulation at
any cost because it is the people who choose at the
end of the day. For several years now the number of
our readers has been at a constant level, good enough
for us to be able to operate, which helps us avoid using
tactics that would violate the ethics code.
5. The authorities should not have their own
media as a tool for imposing their point of view,
manipulating the public opinion and slighting the
independent media, as it sometimes happens in the
districts of Hânceşti and Leova. What is required
is a total and thorough revision of the media
legislation, as well as the annulment of the Press
Law and the revitalization of the National Press
Support Program adopted before the communists’
accession to power.
6. I am an optimist and I believe in the future of
the independent press. It would be a very good idea
if, following the closure of the newspapers Moldova
Suverană and Nezavisimaia Moldova, the same were
done about the district council publications, and
their staﬀ were given the opportunity to privatize
them.
If the situation in the national economy improves
and the standard of living rises, several newspapers
could exist in one district. Even today in Leova, for
example, people subscribe to three local newspapers:
Cuvântul Liber, Business info and Curierul de Leova. The
same is happening in the district of Hânceşti, where
people read Business info, Cuvântul Liber and Curierul
de Hânceşti.
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The business press
is working out
The market right in front of you
The business press still has to become a serious
competitor in the Moldovan market. It seems that
its development, although still quite shy, has started.
While at the beginning the Russian-language
Economicheskoe Obozrenie/Logos press, was “number
one” in terms of audience and coverage, today it has
to work back to back with other publications vying
for a spot in the market. In other words, the ﬁrst weak
shoots of competition are springing in the businesspress market.
To be sure, we cannot speak yet of a strong
private ownership on the business-press market;
such ownership would speed up the development of
such media, but today it is mostly the state or stateaﬃliated structures starting such media. Besides the
private Economicheskoe Obozrenie, others have tried
their luck, too: Dezvoltarea (founded by the Trade
and Industry Chamber of Moldova), Capital Market
(state-owned, founded by the National Securities
Commission), Curierul Vamal (founded by the
Customs Department), Businessul Moldovei (National
Association of Producers of Moldova, chaired by the
prime minister Vasile Tarlev).
The last publication to appear (a private initiative
this time), a quite ambitious one, which wants to
change the structure of the market, is the independent
business weekly ECO, published in Romanian.
Before we move on and delve into how to make
a new business newspaper, I would like to dwell
for a while on the above-mentioned “departmental
newspapers”. First of all, their presence in the market
shows that we are now in a period of transition to
a modern media market. I have nothing against
such newspapers, as long as they fully observe the
conditions of a fair competition—let the reader
decide what paper to buy and in which one to
advertise, without anyone telling him what to do
and without the reader having the awareness that
at some point somebody might remind him that he
“chose wrong”. Quite a telling fact is that the joint

stock companies in Moldova have been obliged,
first by official decision then verbally (when it
turned out that this violated the principles of free
competition) to publish their financial reports
and other information about their activity only in
certain papers.
It is obvious that the business-press market is
still lacking investors, for if they had been here they
would have started massive lobbying against the
departmental newspapers, which would have either
disappeared or been reduced to internal use. This
would have happened not outside of competition
but exactly by oﬀering a quality, competitive product
meeting the demand in the market. It is important
to mention here that some departmental newspapers
are funded from the public budget.
However, there are positive signals, too: besides
ECO, which I mentioned above, there are publications
occupying very speciﬁc niches on the market: Proﬁt/
Bănci si Finanţe, Auto Expert, AgroBusiness, FinConsultant.

The market demands of journalists to
speak the same language
The recent developments in Moldova’s society and
economy are imposing new standards on the press as
well. The development of the economy, the increase
in the number of businesses, the evolution of the
business environment, the deepening of competition
creates a bigger need for communication among
businesses. Business people want to speak more with
each other, with customers, state structures, etc.,
while the press can provide the bridge between these
parties. At the same time, in their race for proﬁts
business people want to read what they are directly
interested in, and have rapid access to specialized
information without having to go through a pile of
newspapers. Thus, the business press is building for
itself a certain future.
A diﬀerent issue is who will make it on the market
and who will not, who will make it nationally and
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who only regionally, who will become a good source
of information for all those in business and who will
target only banking, industry, agriculture, or any other
sector.

“The cadres decide all”
The transition towards a specialized press, i.e.
towards a diverse business press, will put before
future journalists (current journalism students)
some challenges—besides writing skills they will
also have to know some economics or learn it on
the job. Today, these challenges are hardly felt in the
market because graduates of economics faculties are
not really keen on starting in journalism. But, again,
only for now because when this sector becomes more
attractive to investors and newspapers start paying
better salaries, then the freshly graduated engineers,
ﬁnanciers, managers, etc. might become competition
to freshly graduated journalists. Journalism schools,
too, should think seriously what will happen to the
army of journalism graduates that will ﬂood the
market every year.
Based on my short work experience in business
journalism (2000-2001 head of Economics and
Business department at the Chişinău edition of
the Jurnalul Naţional daily; 2001-2004 Economics
and Business editor at BASA-Press news agency,
writing also for the Observator Economic magazine;
September 2004 to today chief editor at ECO) I
know that all the journalism graduates who want
to write about business have to be trained first in
writing specialized news. Thus, today, the labor
market practically has no business writers in
store—they have to be “raised” first. ECO, too, faces
this problem.
Today one can number good business reporters
on the ﬁngers of one hand. And new papers have a
hard time sticking to human resources management
principles when they recruit new staﬀ. This makes
it harder to launch a newspaper and market it later
on. Also, editors have a hard time supplying ﬁnancial
news (banks, insurance, stock markets). Oftentimes
the fresh graduates can’t discern the underlying
issues and “read” what’s behind the numbers.
This situation makes business newspapers incur
additional expenses and accept the low eﬃciency
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of new recruits. I don’t know how much longer the
owners will be willing to “swallow” these expenses,
probably until they have the opportunity to choose
between a fresh graduate of a journalism school and
one from an economics school who can write well.

Challenges, or how to sell ourselves
Until recently I was also part of an army
of journalists who were almost convinced that
regardless of the quality of a Romanian-language
newspaper it would have to work a lot harder than
a Russian-language one in order to sell and attract
advertising. STOP!!! I think that the problem with
Romanian-language press is similar to that of a
chronic patient of Norbekov’s: “I saw healers before!
But my disease…” And he doesn’t budge to change
the situation and wouldn’t go to the doctor who can
actually do something about it. He likes being pitied
and sympathized with by everyone and is even proud
of his problems.
Thus:
Primo - we start with a feeling of inferiority, that
we are at a disadvantage as compared to Russian
speakers.
Secundo - I think that the real problem of the
majority of newspapers in Moldova (no matter the
language in which they are published) is a lack of
sales management and PR. Newspapers do not have
managers (we should not confuse the owner and the
manager, although in the Moldovan media there is still
no clear distinction between the two). One gets the
impression that everything is done only half way, and
that nobody ever ﬁnishes a thing they have started.We
should understand that today anything can be sold,
but you have to persuade a business that it’s worth
its while to advertise in your paper and convince the
consumer that it’s worth his while to read your paper.
The success of a media owner is directly dependent on
the way in which he chooses his editors and managers,
who are supposed to develop the business he has
invested in.
Before becoming a multimillionaire, Tom Hopkins
learned the following lesson well: when, at the age of
19, he asked a millionaire, “What do I have to do to
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become like you?”, the answer he received was, “Learn
to sell”.
There are few newspapers and magazines which
can boast good sales management and PR work, which
can boast new products, which market or organize
sweepstakes.
Just one more thing. As long as businesses see
newspapers just as “advertising beggars” rather than
equal partners offering to them opportunities and
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expecting opportunities from them, we will not
succeed.
This is, I think, the main challenge facing those
newspapers which want to stay in the market and
participate in the development of a modern media
market. This is the challenge that ECO faces, too;
we want to overturn the current positioning in the
business-press market. Will we succeed? Time will
show.

Anatol CÂŞLARU,
Editor-in-chief, ECO
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Beginner journalists
and their problems
We all know the saying: “Problems appear when
you create them yourself ”. But there are also
situations when problems are created by somebody
or something and it’s up to every individual to
overcome them.
Beginner journalists, too, have problems. Some they
make themselves, others they have to overcome. Some
are successful in this, others are not. It all depends on
the motivation.

The background
The ﬁrst problem, a very important one, is the
general education or the background they bring along
from school. Somebody said that people come into
journalism by two ways: by calling and by ignorance.
It can also happen that the ones having the vocation
might not know what to do with it, while the “ignorant”
might discover their vocation. What matters is what
you bring with you. Under the circumstances when the
school biology teacher has to teach also the Romanian
language because many teachers have left to work
abroad, one might ﬁnd that youth have nothing to bring
along from school. One could object that everyone has
the opportunity to learn by himself and thus solve
the problem. It’s not so easy in villages—there is no
information there and the libraries are underequipped.
While in cities there are all sorts of “temptations”.
We should acknowledge the fact that some journalism
students (at least from my class) did not know in the ﬁrst
years of university what Microsoft Word was, how many
members were there in the Moldovan parliament, who
was the prime minister, what was the structure of his
government and, worse still, who was the president of
the country.

The education
The university doesn’t give you a clear future. This is
my personal opinion. You don’t have to study journalism
in university to become a journalist. There are cases in our

media demonstrating very convincingly this fact. With
all due respect for the university teachers, the journalism
education doesn’t help very much in real life. The gap
between theory and practice, which is noticeable at the
journalism department, comes back later when you have
to face the white sheet of paper to be ﬁlled with what you
heard at the event. Or when in few words you have to say
many things. This is what they told us at the department.
The journalistic zest is of no help if all you know is the
deﬁnition of a news item.
For example, at the department you are told that
the news lead has to answer ﬁve main questions. But
journalism is not mathematics. Sometimes it may
happen that a news piece needs to start with a quote,
and then answer the ﬁve questions later on, not
necessarily in the lead. To be able to do this you need a
lot of practice, which ends up “beating” the theory.
The short-term courses and seminars, organized
by the Independent Journalism Center with the
involvement of foreign specialists, which I attended
while a student, built the base on which I still stand. In
one week I learned from an American trainer what was
a news story and how to write one; in a diﬀerent week I
learned from a French journalist about features, in the
third one about interviewing, etc. Little theory, lots of
practice.
It is true that journalism students are distributed
every summer to media outlets to do internships. But
this misses one thing. Nobody is interested in “raising”
journalists under the pressures associated with the need
to ﬁll a paper with stories or air time with programs.
The intern will be lucky if he can learn as he goes or if
he already has a springboard set for him. One solution
in this respect would be to create some newspapers and
radio and TV stations at the journalism departments,
where students could learn. That is learn by doing and
not just pretend doing journalism.

The employment
The number of jobs that the media market of
Moldova has on oﬀer is much lower than the number
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of fresh graduates coming out of school every year.
We recognize that not all of them want to become
journalists, but the discrepancy between supply and
demand is, nevertheless, great. This makes owners
oﬀer small salaries to beginner journalists and not
provide them with decent working conditions. “If you
don’t like it, no problem, there are ten more like you
waiting”, they seem to be saying. Held in this kind of
check, young journalists are used by the owner at his
will. Few of them have the courage to defy censorship,
and so we get what we deserve. There are also owners
who want to give more, but there is nothing to give.

The start
A beginner journalist needs many years to develop
sources. But having no sources, a beginner journalist
has a hard time ﬁnding stories and sources for them,
as the editor requires. The beginner journalist also has
the problem of lack of popularity. I will give you an
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example. I had worked for JURNAL de Chişinău only
several days when I had to poll politicians by phone
on an issue. I had moved to JURNAL after two years
of working in a news agency. The chairperson of a
well-known democratic party hung up from the very
beginning, saying he didn’t know of such a journalist. I
had to call him again, to ask him nicely, explain to him
who I was, where I was coming from, and ﬁnally he
accepted to answer.
In spite of these barriers, which I called
problems, some beginner journalists manage to
become big names after some years of work. The
current “heavyweights” in journalism also started
as beginners. They survived because working in
journalism is like in a jungle. The ﬁttest survives. For
this you need motivation (you have to know where
you want to get) and a lot of strength to “dig” inside
yourself. To discover, to learn. And problems can
seem soap bubbles only when you learn not to create
them yourself.

Raisa LOZINSCHI,
Reporter with JURNAL de Chişinău
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Monitoring the media during
and after elections
The development of public opinion is
determined by a series of factors (social,
individual, ideological, cultural, political); the
media seem to be among the decisive factors
due to their impact on and domination over
large numbers of people.
In this context, we will analyze the outcomes of the
mass media monitoring conducted during and after
elections (16 January-6 May 2005) by Coalition 2005:
Independent Journalism Center, CIVIS, Association of
Independent Press, and the international organization
Article 19. The objective of the project was to inform
the public opinion on the behavior of the media during
and after the elections and raise the awareness of the
international community about abuses against the
freedom of the press.
During the project the following media outlets were
monitored:
 Printed press: Moldova Suverană, Nezavisimaia
Moldova, Timpul de dimineaţă, Săptămâna,
Komsomolskaia Pravda v Moldove, Moldavskie
vedomosti, SP (Bălţi), Vesti Gagauzii (Comrat),
Unghiul (Ungheni), Farul nistrean (Rezina);
TV: Moldova 1, NIT, Pervyi kanal v Moldove, PRO
TV, Euro TV Chişinău, TVC 21, RIF TV, TV Bălţi,
TV 6 (Bălţi), TV Găgăuzia, Canal X (Briceni), Cvant
TV (Cahul);
Radio: Radio Moldova, Antena C, Russkoe Radio, Hit
FM, Serebreanyi dozhd, Radio Nova, Evropa Plus,
Kiss FM, Vocea Basarabiei, Sănătatea (Edineţ), 103.5
(Bălţi), Radio Gagauzia.
The outlets to be monitored were selected based on
the following criteria: circulation/audience, impact,
ownership (state and private), language (Romanian
and Russian), and coverage (national, local).
The monitoring was conducted in the following
time slots:
TV: Mo-Fri - 06:30 – 09:00 and 17:00 – 22:30, Sa-Su
- 06:30 – 22:30;
Radio: Mo-Su - 06:00 – 24:00.

The monitoring looked at the following variables:
 monitored materials – news, free air time, paid air
time, voter education, special election programs,
opinion stories/shows and vox pops;
 length of materials – TV and radio materials were
measured in seconds, while printed press materials
were measured in square centimeters;
 subject of the material – the topics tackled by each
material were codiﬁed separately;
 sources – all the sources used in each material
were recorded. The preference for a certain
source over a certain period of time may point to
an imbalance in coverage favoring one particular
candidate.
 length of direct speech – the time of direct speech
was also recorded (TV and radio) or the space given
to quotes from various sources;
 gender – the sources were divided into
gender (female, male and neuter in the case of
institutions);
 region – the origin of the material;
 language – the language of the material: Romanian,
Russian or Gagauz;
 in favor/against election competitors – each political
material was subject to content and context analysis
in order to appraise whether it was in favor of or
against certain political parties or political bodies.
Whether the content and/or the context of a
certain material is positive or negative does not
necessarily mean that the medium disseminating
it is tendentious or partisan. It can happen that a
material can be in favor or against a candidate but
also be balanced and fair from a professional point
of view. Only when there was a tendency over a
longer period of time to favor or diminish certain
candidates was it considered that the coverage was
unbalanced.
The recording of these variables allowed us to
identify the extent to which the media in Moldova
promote and observe the fundamental principles
included in the Special UN Report on the Freedom of
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Opinion and Expression, which supports the right to
seek, obtain and communicate information:
 the monopoly or excessive concentration of media
ownership in the hands of a single small group
should be avoided in the interest of the development
of a plurality of opinions;
 the state-run media should have the responsibility
of reporting on all the aspects of public life and
provide access to a diversity of opinions;
 the state-run media should not be used as a
communication or propaganda organ by a single
political party or as an advocate of the government
with the purpose of excluding all the other parties
and social groups.
At the same time, during the coverage of election

campaigns, there are three fundamental rights that are
to be observed: the right of the voters to the information
that will help them make their choice, the right of the
media to the freedom of expression, and the right of parties
and election candidates to make their opinions known.
Here are the results of the monitoring, which reﬂect
the degree to which the media in Moldova observed
the principles and rights mentioned above.
The media monitoring shows that during
the entire monitoring period, especially during
elections, the majority of the media outlets, both
in newscasts and in opinion pieces, covered events
from an angle clearly showing their support
of the authorities (the incumbent party). The
results illustrated in charts 1, 2 and 3 are selfexplanatory.
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The situation diﬀers in the case of opinion shows
broadcast by radio stations which were monitored, since
most of the opinion shows were broadcast by Vocea
Basarabiei (77.8% of all opinion programs), followed by
Antena C and Radio Nova—these are stations opposed
to the authorities.
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In this context, it is important to note that the
private outlet NIT TV started broadcasting over
the entire territory of Moldova exactly before the
elections, becoming a competitor to TV Moldova 1.
However, the emergence of an alternative nationwide
TV station did not change the situation because, as

one can see from Charts 1.2 and 3.1, this outlet, too,
served the authorities. It is also important that the
program Rezonans, which was suspended for the
duration of the elections at the public TV Moldova
1 due to its open praise of the governing party and
virulent criticism of the opposition, was broadcast
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during the entire elections campaign on NIT,
continuing to present social, political and economic
issues from the point of view of the authorities.
As for the TV broadcaster Pervyi Kanal, although
oﬃcially it did not participate in the election campaign,
it continued broadcasting news and opinion shows
carrying hidden election content supporting the
Communist Party. The Pro TV station also had news
leaning towards elections, although oﬃcially it had
withdrawn from the campaign. However, unlike Pervyi
Kanal, Pro TV covered the events more or less fairly.
As for the public status of TV Moldova 1 and Radio
Moldova, the situation is clearly illustrated in Charts
1.1 and 2.1. It is interesting to note that when these
outlets had stories in which other election competitors
criticized the governing party, they were immediately
followed by stories denying what had been said
earlier.
The governing party had on its side not only the
majority of the public media, except for the municipal
ones, but also the majority of the outlets monitored:
TVC 21, RIF, Russkoe Radio, Serebreanyi dozhd, Evropa
plus, Hit FM. The authorities were fully supported by
the local public TV and Radio Gagauzia, the state-run
printed press (Moldova Suverană and Nezavisimaia
Moldova) and by some private publications (Vesti
Gagauzii, Farul Nistrean and, to some extent,
Komsomolskaia Pravda).
The opposition parties were supported only by
the municipal stations Euro TV, Antena C and Vocea
Basarabiei. However, these media outlets, unlike the ones
supporting the authorities, tried to make their coverage
pluralistic by including a wide range of opinions.
The opposition parties were also supported by
periodicals such as Timpul de dimineaţă and Săptămâna.
The newspapers Moldavskie vedomosti, SP and Unghiul
did not show a clear support for any of the election
competitors, but they did criticize the governing party.
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We mentioned earlier that the monitored materials
were assessed based on whether their content and
context were favorable or unfavorable to certain election
candidates. In this respect the share of unfavorable
materials in the total is larger for the governing party,
as shown in Charts 5, 6 and 8.
This situation is due to the policies followed by
media outlets. Thus, one could notice that the media
loyal to the authorities focused more on broadcasting
materials favorable to the authorities and not so much
on criticizing the opposition parties. Unlike them,
the media outlets which supported the opposition
had more materials criticizing the government than
materials favoring the opposition directly.
The balanced situation in Chart 7 can be explained
by the fact that the share of opinion shows criticizing
the authorities broadcast by TV stations supporting
the opposition was relatively equal to the shows
critical of the opposition on TV stations loyal to the
authorities.
Finally, we should emphasize the fact that the
main state-run outlets completely failed to fulﬁll their
obligation before the citizens of the country, who are
paying for their existence—provide a balanced and
impartial coverage of events and access to a diversity
of opinions. At the same time, the fundamental rights
associated with covering elections were observed to an
insigniﬁcant degree: the right of voters to have access
to information that will help them make their choice,
the right of the media to the freedom of expression,
and the right of political parties and candidates to
make their opinions known.
The governing party enjoyed massive media support
both nationally and locally. Unlike the authorities, the
opposition was supported only by several local media
outlets. However, unlike the media subservient to the
authorities, these outlets covered a wider range of
interests, opinions and attitudes.

Ruslan SINŢOV,
Sociologist, Center for Sociological, Political,
and Psychological Analysis and Research CIVIS
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Subscribing to newspapers - between a
private effort and state orders
The subscription campaign for the second half of
2005 was over by the end of June. Employees of
the subscriptions department of Poşta Moldovei
say that subscriptions and sales slow down in
summer.
While the educational institutions are on vacation
and peasants forget about newspapers as they have
to work the land, newspapers lose several thousand
readers in summer. This is why in June newspaper
managers organize real advertising campaigns for their
papers, such as contests for postmen and newspaper
distributors, promo visits to communities with potential
readers, prizes for people with the biggest number of
subscriptions and even free promotional subscriptions;
all this is done to maintain and attract the attention
of readers. There is, however, another way to secure
subscriptions - being on good terms with the subscriber
using the state budget, i.e. the Government.
The state budget doesn’t have a special expense item
called “subscriptions to newspapers and magazines”,
but the current government is using a diﬀerent method
- a directive compelling all institutions, companies
and enterprises to subscribe to newspapers. It may
seem that this directive could, in fact, save the press
from having to operate in the circumstances of poverty
reigning in Moldova. However, this directive does not
concern independent newspapers but probably only
the newspapers that the government likes.

The annex- the crux of the government’s
interest
This is a quote from the directive issued in early
2005: “With the purpose of executing the Government’s
orders, the heads of general divisions, chief divisions
and sections within ministries shall make steps to
secure newspaper subscriptions for institutions,
organizations and joint stock companies with majority
capital owned by the state, as per the annex, and
shall report within ten days on the execution of this
order”.

One should remark here that the most interesting
element of this directive is the annex, which contains
several titles of publications that are mandatory for
subscription: Nistru, Moldova suverană, Nezavisimaia
Moldova, Trud, Vremea, Comunistul. Besides the two
governmental newspapers, there are some private
papers in this list, a publication from the Russian
Federation and a party publication. The newspapers
were not selected in a public tender, and the managers
of the independent newspapers I asked about this favor
provided by the government had no idea about it.
The ministries and divisions rolled up their sleeves
and bought subscriptions for the entire year for the
ﬁve titles, to make sure the readers in those enterprises
had access to papers liked by the government. Thus,
according to directive no.1 issued by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Food Industry on 4 January 2005,
the over 50 institutions and enterprises reporting to
this ministry had to buy more than 300 state-funded
subscriptions for the newspaper Comunistul, about
300 for the Russian Federation-published Trud, and
as many for the private Russian-language newspaper
Vremea. Thus, all the ministries were compelled to
provide to those newspapers circulations of thousands
of copies, all of these being paid for by the public
money of the Moldovan government.

An anti-constitutional action from
the state budget
The president of the Union of Journalists of Moldova,
Valeriu Saharneanu, said that this subscription campaign
was “anti-constitutional”. Saharneanu says that in a state
of law equal conditions have to be created for the entire
press, without any advantages being extended to the
newspapers run by the governing party, the government
and those willing to become propaganda mouthpieces
for the public authorities.
Vasile Spinei, president of the Access-Info Center,
said this was a crass violation of the law and that courts
of justice should issue a ruling on this case of forced
subscriptions to a party newspaper using public money.
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“Who will ever hold them accountable when they
hold all the levers?” asks Dumitru Ciubaşenco, director
of the newspaper Moldavskie vedomosti. Ciubaşenco
says that this is another illegal action by the government
and that investigators should direct their attention to
the civil servants who have issued such orders and to
those who have executed them because they are all
embezzling public funds.
Viorel Furdui, legal expert with the NGO IDIS
Viitorul, analyzed this directive and found several
serious violations. “We believe that by forcing certain
public institutions and enterprises to subscribe to special
periodicals, including those published by the governing
party, Moldova’s central authorities are violating a
series of constitutional principles and guarantees of the
rule of law, political pluralism and depolitization of the
public institutions.
More speciﬁcally, such directives are in violation of
art. 1 and 5 of the Constitution. Thus, art.1 stipulates
that political pluralism is the supreme value and is
guaranteed, while art.5 para.2 says that no ideology
can be instituted as the oﬃcial ideology of the state.
In this case, the compulsion of public institutions
and businesses to subscribe to Comunistul, Trud
and Vremea is nothing but the oﬃcalization of one
ideology promoted by these media outlets.
These actions are also in violation of art.3 of the
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Law on the Government, which sets as one of the main
directions of the work of the executive branch the
development of the autonomy of public administration
bodies at all levels. And what autonomy are we speaking
about when directives are issued to twist hands.
These actions also fall by the wayside of the
Economic Growth and Poverty Reduction Strategy
(2004-2006), whose adoption has been touted to
the domestic and especially to the international
public opinion as proof of the central authorities’
commitment to democratic values and as a major
success. The chapter on the “Public Administration
reform” (6.3.1) p.217 sets clearly that “the main
objective is the institution of a modern and
eﬃcient system of public administration, which will
strengthen the democratic processes and the market
economy, will be impartial and depoliticized, and
whose principles of operation will correspond to the
most advanced European practices”.
Legal experts have issued very severe criticisms,
but the situation hasn’t changed. Several newspapers
got themselves thousands of subscriptions paid for
by public money, and so they can work in peace for
a year. The other publications, which write about the
need to observe the Constitution and the freedom of
the press and about embezzlement of public funds ,
are left without readers.

Alina RADU
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The tortuous path of an investigation
Several observations on the lawsuits brought against the Center for Journalistic Investigations
The Center for Journalistic Investigations is involved in two kinds of law suits (as the majority of media outlets
are): the protection of honor and professional reputation, and the access to information. In the former case we go
to court as defendants, in the latter—as plaintiﬀs.

The moral damage - between abuse and
assessment
The notion of moral damage is a relatively new one
in our law. Nevertheless, statements such as “I suﬀered
a moral damage” or “I want compensation for moral
damage” can be heard more and more frequently. These
legal norms concerning damage have been aﬀecting
mostly journalists. All sorts of civil servants, and
especially high oﬃcials, claim from newspapers major
amounts of money as compensation for moral damage
caused by allegedly libelous stories. This happens in
spite of the ruling of the European Court for Human
Rights that the limits of admissible criticism should be
wider in the case of politicians. If the oﬃcials showed
as much morality as the amount of money they claim
in courts, then a minister would perceive the waste of a
single penny from the public budget as a capital sin and a
member of parliament would have sleepless nights over
unfulﬁlled electoral promises. Unfortunately, the reality
is diﬀerent: big moral damages for petty morals.
The socialist civil law did not recognize moral
damage and qualiﬁed it as a bourgeois thing. Thus
we do not have a solid legal practice in this area. The
national legal doctrine, and especially the courts, have
not managed to identify speciﬁc and stable criteria
for the assessment of moral damage and hence some
criteria that could be used to set the amount of money
to compensate such damage.
Also, the jurisprudence in Moldova has not drawn
a clear line between the freedom of expression and the
right to have one’s dignity respected. To be sure, this is
both a complex and delicate issue. Both rights can be
abused, and there are numerous examples to show it.
In this respect, the Center for Journalistic
Investigations (CJI), on the one hand, supports fellow
journalists and the recent legislative initiative to amend
the already famous article 16 of the Civil Code—the
protection of honor, dignity and professional reputation

- in order to eliminate the premises for an abusive
exercise of this right. On the other hand, we are aware
of the fact that freedom of opinion and expression is not
an absolute one; that is, the law protects the freedom but
not the frivolity of expression. We have respect for the
right of every person to defend one’s honor, dignity and
professional reputation and we accept the possibility that
some people mentioned in our stories may sue us in court
under art. 16 Civil Code. However, some clariﬁcations
are needed in order to understand where the freedom of
opinion ends and denigration starts.
Once again, we do not doubt the need for such a
legal provision. But we have to recognize that the moral
satisfaction is a right extremely vulnerable to abuse.
At the same time, it is diﬃcult to set apart the claims
of irate individuals, who feel hurt by every statement
that is not favorable to them, and the claims of persons
acting in good faith who penalize the damage wrought
on their good name.

The presumption of innocence does not
exclude the right to information
The case of Minister Gheorghe Papuc
The ﬁrst observation refers to the excesses used in
the interpretation of the presumption of innocence.
Investigative journalists usually disclose serious facts in
their stories: instances of corruption, organized crime,
abuse, violence, etc. According to those who sue us under
the claim that such information is defamatory to them,
the presumption of innocence should preclude the
dissemination of any information concerning crimes
and the respective suspects, convicts or defendants.
Under the cover of this constitutional principle severe
oﬀences are “disqualiﬁed” from being information
of public interest and turn into private information.
We do not agree with such an interpretation of the
presumption of innocence. Any crime by deﬁnition
is a social threat. Therefore, journalists not only can’t
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help writing about such subjects, but it is also their
professional duty to make them public, under certain
ethical rules, of course: in such cases journalists should
inform and not judge.
According to the tradition established at the
Center for Journalistic Investigations, most articles
are sent to the authorities (see “Chinurile presei”, www.
investigatii.md). Unfortunately, in most cases this
information is ignored, and it happened only once
that a criminal investigation body followed up: on
30 January 2004 a story by the Center was published,
“Fulger şi Papuc” (see www.investigatii.md), and on
13 February 2004 the Buiucani Prosecutor’s Oﬃce
followed up with a criminal investigation on the facts
included in the story. The focus of the case was the
ﬁnancial activity and the accounting of the Special
Destination Police Brigade “Fulger”, which at the time
was managed by the current minister of the interior
Gheorghe Papuc. But even in these circumstances (or
perhaps exactly with the intention of taking revenge
on those who have brought an older criminal ﬁle to
the surface) Minister Papuc sued the authors of the
story on allegations of damaged honor, dignity and
professional reputation. In this case, too, reference
was made to the presumption of innocence, and
even a statement such as “for three years everyone is
saying that there is corruption at all levels but there
are no corrupt people” was qualiﬁed as defamatory.
But the case was suspended because the plaintiﬀ did
not show up in court repeatedly.
One more observation. An investigation cannot
go on in jumps and starts. An investigation usually
discloses a series of facts, which are usually intertwined
and which take place over a longer period of time and
involve, directly or indirectly, one or more people. And
for a truthful, unbiased presentation of the situation the
opinions of the people involved directly are included.
That’s the way journalism works, but those who sue us
in court are trying to defend the honor of others rather
than their own, that is “they have nothing to hold against
you, so why don’t you go and ask for the retraction of the
information about you and especially of the one about
us”. It was in this role of proxy lawyer that Minister Papuc
was involved in the defamation case described above—
he tried to defend the honor of his former subordinates
along with his own. One of the bailiﬀs mentioned in the
story called “Rechinii la centrul distractiv ‘Moscova’” (see
www.investigatii.md) did the same. He went to court
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against the newspapers which had published the Center’s
story not to defend his own honor but the honor of his
friends sued for various abuses. In this way, people who
want to be smart and who face criminal liability are trying
to win a civil case on the protection of their honor; such
attempts ought to be rejected with determination.

The eﬀective exercise of the access to
information
One could ask why do investigative journalists need
legal provisions for access to information - authorities
will not give you easily the data you need for a true
investigation, and so one should look for them in other
sources. This is not totally true. The state is the biggest
storage of information, holding facts such as the date
and place of birth of every citizen or information such
as the amount of exports.
More often than not the information held by the
authorities is exactly the key element missing for a
story to come together. It is this information that the
Center’s journalists are seeking. But since the stories
of the Center for Journalistic Investigations touch on
“delicate” issues, the information they need is often not
provided to them.

Even salaries are “state secret”
The CCCEC case
The Center for Journalistic Investigations (at that
time it was part of the Association of Independent Press)
asked the Center for Combating Economic Crimes and
Corruption (CCCEC) for information on how much
its employees received a month. The CCCEC refused
to provide such information because “the amount of
salaries of the Center’s staﬀ is set by a Decision of the
Government of Moldova which, according to a decision
of the executive branch, cannot be made public”. The CJI
challenged the refusal in court on 21 April 2004. We will
not dwell on the evidence. All we will say here is that
the CCCEC’s main argument was that the information
requested was a state secret. We said that according to Law
no. 982/2000 on the Access to Information the exercise
of the right to access information can be restricted only
by organic law. We also showed that the plaintiﬀ failed to
prove that the information was a state secret as deﬁned by
the Law on State Secrets. The Appeals Court of Chisinau
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rejected CJI’s claim as unfounded. We challenged this
decision of the ﬁrst instance court. The Supreme Court
of Justice canceled the decision of the Appeals Court
and sent the case to another panel of judges for retrial.
During this second trial the court introduced the said
classiﬁed governmental decision. Then we found that
the decision did not contain the information we needed
about the salaries of the Center’s staﬀ; it established only
their payroll categories. The Chisinau Appeals Court
ruled on 7 February 2005 that the CCCEC had to provide
information on the salaries of its staﬀ. However, the long
suit did not end there: the CCCEC challenged this ruling
in the Supreme Court. In the end, by a ruling of 22 June
2005 the Supreme Court of Justice rejected the appeal
and upheld the decision of the ﬁrst instance court. This
ruling has not yet been executed by the CCCEC.
The entire law system ought to resist corruption.
All the judiciary bodies must be involved in ﬁghting
this phenomenon, but avoiding discrimination and
favors. A democratic judiciary system must have a
balanced structure: there can be no privileged criminal
investigative bodies or courts, the criminal investigation
cannot be more important than the trial (or vice versa),
people doing the same kind of work cannot be paid
diﬀerently, etc.
The CCCEC is presented by the authorities as the key
institution in their policy against corruption. Is this right?
According to the Code of Criminal Procedures (art.
270), the prosecutor conducts the criminal investigation
exclusively in cases when the crime is committed by the
President of the country, members of the parliament,
governmental oﬃcials, judges, prosecutors, generals,
and criminal investigators. Thus, the CCCEC cannot
undertake a criminal investigation against oﬃcials—those
managing the state apparatus, those in its key positions,
regardless of whether they are part of the executive,
legislative or judiciary power. Nothing special so far. But
when prosecutors and judges tell us what salaries they
receive, while the CCCEC tells us that the salaries of its
employees are a state secret, we get a lot of question marks.
Add the discrepancy in terms of equipment between the
Prosecutor’s Oﬃce and the CCCEC, where the former
is a lot less equipped: The Anticorruption Prosecutor’s
Oﬃce, for example, has only two computers, and some
prosecutors from the General Prosecutor’s Oﬃce say that
only the telephone and the safe in their oﬃces belong to
the institution, and that they had to buy the furniture and
everything else on their own.
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Why is it that the Prosecutor’s Oﬃce, charged with
ﬁghting big corruption (this is not a trope) is paid
less than the CCCEC? In other words, why those who
are supposed to sue corrupt ministers or members of
parliament receive smaller salaries than those who
have to do the same in relation to corrupt doctors or
inspectors? That’s a strange way of managing justice. A
legitimate question arises here, whether this situation is
accidental or whether this is a deliberate underfunding
of those who are supposed to reach all the way to the
roots of this social scourge?
By the way, in other countries, too, there have
been attempts to create “elite” judicial bodies. But
such attempts were abandoned because they were
incompatible with a democratic judiciary system.
The interest of the Center for Journalistic
Investigations in such information was not caused, as
some might think, by a banal sense of envy: “Let’s see
how much money these guys make!” We just thought
that if the authorities were telling us every day (!)
that they were ﬁghting corruption, then we would
also like to know how much they were paying those
doing this work. And just one clariﬁcation, to avoid all
misunderstanding—it is not the CCCEC salaries that
have to be cut, but rather the salaries of prosecutors
and judges have to be increased.
This sort of bureaucratic trick “our income is a state
secret” is ridiculous and incompatible with the longpromised transparency and has to be given up once
and for all. If citizens cannot avoid paying taxes by
making their incomes secret, then why should salaries
paid from public money be secret? What can happen if
citizens ﬁnd out the pay of those who are supposed to
protect them? It is the failure to uncover instances of
corruption that threatens the state security rather than
the disclosure of the salaries of those who are supposed
to prosecute such instances. The so-called “state secret”,
the bravado, the show of spectacular arrests have to be
replaced by the sobriety and eﬀectiveness of criminal
investigations conducted by the CCCEC.

An investigation can be concluded only
by persevering
The case of the General Prosecutor’s Oﬃce
In 2003-2004 , the Center for Journalistic Investigations
published a series of stories uncovering a case of
corruption and abuse linked to the payment of pensions
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to prosecutors (see “Rapt de milioane în stil comunist”,
“’Tunul’ procurorului general”, www.investigatii.md).
These facts triggered a control conducted by the Court of
Accounts. The solidity of the facts exposed by the CJI was
later conﬁrmed by the General Prosecutor’s Oﬃce (see
“Corupţia din procuratură”, www.investigatii.md). Since an
investigation abandoned half way is a missed investigation,
the CJI asked the General Prosecutor’s Oﬃce on 25 May
2004, referring to the Access to Information Law, for the
full information on the case (see “Vom aﬂa oare cine dintre
procurori a însuşit banii publici”, www.investigatii.md).
The Prosecutor’s Oﬃce did not respond to CJI’s request
in the time period set by law, and as a result we sued them
on 19 June 2004. The Chisinau Appeals Court suspended
CJI’s claim on 23 November 2004 because allegedly the
procedure was not observed. We challenged the decision.
On 2 March 2005 the Supreme Court of Justice cancelled
the decision of the Appeals Court and sent the case back
to the same court for trial. After a series of delays, the
Chisinau Court of Appeals ruled on 7 June 2005 that the
General Prosecutor’s Oﬃce had to submit to the CJI the
information requested. We don’t know yet whether the
Prosecutor’s Oﬃce will execute the ruling or whether
they will challenge it. This story has a point. It shows the
insistence of the CJI journalists, their concern for the
continuity of investigations, but unfortunately it also shows
diﬃculties barring access to information.According to the
provisions of this law, information has to be provided to
the applicant within 15 days, but in reality we have to look
for it in courts for years.

Unexecuted rulings
The Case of the State Chancellery and the Foreign
Aﬀairs Ministry
There is always a gap between the function of the
state to issue rules and its capacity to enforce them.
Today, however, we see major discrepancies.
This happens when there is a gap between the
plans that the state makes and its economic, logistical,
ﬁnancial capacities and the intellectual and moral
qualities of the army of civil servants enforcing the will
of the state. It is not enough for the authorities to have
good intentions, an appropriate attitude is needed, too.
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When the state denies to a citizen one of his/her rights,
the citizen, nevertheless, hopes that some future law will
come into play to protect his/her interests. But when
the rights described in a plethora of laws are grossly
violated—because the state does not have the capacity
to enforce its own laws—the citizen is deprived of the
very last hope.
The CJI journalists witnessed such a situation. On 3
December 2004 the ChisinauAppeals Court issued a ruling
by which the Center for Journalistic Investigations won
in a suit on access to information; the State Chancellery
and the Foreign Aﬀairs Ministry had to provide to CJI
information on the cost of the image-making campaign
Moldova was conducting in the international media (for
details see “Cioara vopsită”, www.investigatii.md). On
the same day the Appeals Court issued another ruling
by which the State Chancellery had to provide to the
Center data on the incomes of some oﬃcials and the
work of the Central Control Commission on tax returns
and property. According to the Law on Administrative
Litigations the ruling has to be enforced within 30 days
from the date when it becomes ﬁnal. The said rulings
have not been enforced to the present day, although half a
year has elapsed since then. The slight of justice shown by
governmental oﬃcials and the Foreign Aﬀairs Ministry is
supplemented by shortcomings in the domestic judicial
procedures when it comes to enforcement.
Thebailiﬀ of theBuiucaniDivisionof theDepartment
for Judicial Rulings Enforcement (DJRE) who oversaw
the execution of the rulings mentioned above said that
he could not send the enforcement proposal to the
debtor because he did not have money for the registered
letter, so he suggested that those concerned go to the
post oﬃce and send the letter. There is money to print
laws, but there is no money to send DJRE letters. Such
inconsistencies oftentimes reduce justice to the show
called the Oﬃcial Gazette.
However, resignation is not something the Center
for Journalistic Investigations team does. And oﬃcials
ought to know a simple rule in investigative journalism:
the longer and the ﬁercer the information is hidden,
the bigger the interest and persistence of journalists in
ﬁnding it out, and this is exactly why each investigation
story ends with “we will come back to this issue”.
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The judicial practice in Moldova
and the freedom of expression
The main article of the Civil Code of Moldova
referring to the protection of honor, dignity and
professional reputation is article 16. In accordance with
the article’s underlying principle, any person has the
right to request a retraction of the information harmful
to his/her honor, dignity or professional reputation
and the compensation of moral and material damages
caused unless the disseminator is able to prove that the
information is true.
In the light of art. 4 of the Moldovan Constitution, the
national legislation is to be enforced through the optics
of international treaties in the area of human rights to
which Moldova is party and, implicitly, in the light of
the interpretations issued by the European Court for
Human Rights (ECHR) on the Convention for Human
Rights and Fundamental Liberties (Convention), in
particular in reference to the freedom of expression and
information provided by art. 10 of the Convention.
The review of complaints ﬁled under art. 16 of the
Civil Code is quite a complex and complicated procedure
which requires an adequate legal training of both the
parties involved in the trial as well as of the judge
who presides over the civil case, as defamation cases
inevitably involve a “conﬂict” between two rights—the
respect for privacy and the freedom of expression and
information requiring a balanced approach.
Freedom of expression is not an absolute concept
and has certain limitations which, however, have
to be instituted convincingly and subject to a strict
interpretation. In other words, when issuing a ruling
in such cases the judge is to explain very clearly the
necessity for the full or partial admission of the claims
contained in the complaint.
As I was observing the judiciary practice in this
area in Moldova, I felt that the perception of the
freedom of expression and information in this country
diﬀers from the classical concept of the freedom of
expression and information developed by the ECHR.
The main shortcomings relate to the burden of proof;
the perception of the role of the media in a democratic
society; the establishment of the amount of damages
awarded to the plaintiﬀ; and the realization of the
freedom to access public information.

The burden of proof
Article 16 of the Civil Code prohibits the defamation
of a person, i.e. the dissemination of untrue defamatory
information about him/her. The burden of proof in such
cases is borne by the person who has disseminated such
information. It is to be noted that this burden of proof
refers only to proving the verity of the disseminated
information and does not extend over the groundlessness
of the pecuniary claims of the plaintiﬀ, even if it is proven
that a certain fragment is not “information”. In other words,
in the light of the civil procedure principles, it is up to the
plaintiﬀ to prove that the fragments challenged by him/
her represent “information”, i.e. factual and informational
reports aﬀecting his/her honor, dignity and professional
reputation, and that his pecuniary claims are grounded,
while the defendant has to prove that the challenged
“information” is true.
The burden of proving the truthfulness is in principle
not contrary to the principles developed by the ECHR,
but it does not have to be an absolute burden. Thus, it is
not to be applied to “value judgments”. At the same time,
the journalist can be exempted from liability in certain
cases, even if he/she fails to prove the truthfulness of the
information disseminated.
“Value judgment”. When reviewing cases concerning
the protection of honor, dignity and professional
reputation, a distinction is to be made between defamation
and oﬀense. Defamation refers to the dissemination of
factual and informative messages that may aﬀect the
honor, dignity and professional reputation of a person,
while the oﬀense is the dissemination of an opinion,
conclusion,assessment of information that oﬀends,shocks
or disturbs, which the ECHR calls “value judgments”.
Apparently, article 16 of the Civil Code seems to suggest
that it is to be applied only to defamation but not to
oﬀense, as it conditions the rejection of the claims from
a complaint ﬁled with the court on demonstrating the
truthfulness of the disseminated message, while a person
cannot be compelled to demonstrate the truthfulness of
an opinion, conclusion or personal assessment, as this is
impossible to do and violates art. 10 of the Convention
(Lingens v. Austria, dec. 08 July 1986, § 46).
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We should note that “oﬀenses” are not expressly
forbidden by the civil legislation, which does not
exclude the possibility of ﬁling a complaint in court. The
question is whether a person can claim moral damages
for “civil oﬀense”. In accordance with a permanent
national practice, the compensation for moral damages
is possible only if the domestic law provides expressly
for such compensation. In other words, in accordance
with the current judiciary practice a person cannot
claim moral damages for a civil oﬀense.
Although the Supreme Court of Justice has explained
to lower courts that when reviewing defamation
cases judges are to make a distinction between “value
judgments” and factual and informative messages (p.
1/7 Supreme Court of Justice Plenary Decision no.11 of
27 March 1997, with subsequent amendments), in the
great majority of cases the defendants are compelled
to demonstrate that their opinion, conclusion or
assessment is true, even if they maintain that it is
but a “value judgment”. In other words, judges in
Moldova seem not to be able to distinguish between
“information” and “value judgment”, and sometimes it
is quite diﬃcult to draw a clear line between the two.
Therefore, the claims expressed in the complaint are to
be reviewed in the context of the article in its entirety
rather than in isolation. Unfortunately, this is not the
judiciary practice in Moldova.
“Exoneration from liability according to Moldovan
law”. There are cases when,according to the domestic law
(art. 27, Press Law), journalists and the media outlets are
exonerated from liability for the dissemination of certain
information, even if the information is not true. Thus, the
journalists and the outlet will not be held liable for the
information contained in oﬃcial documents and releases
of public authorities, nor for the textual reproduction
of public discourses or their adequate summaries.
Moldovan judges interpret very narrowly such cases of
exoneration. Thus, the national judges understand the
notion of “information contained in the oﬃcial releases
of public authorities” only as the information written
oﬃcially and issued by the authorities. Oftentimes the
information arriving by channels other than press oﬃces
is not seen as “an oﬃcial release by public authorities”, and
the journalist and the media outlet are not exonerated
from the liability of disseminating them.
By “oﬃcial document”, in the sense of art. 27 of the
Press Law, we understand the written statement issued
oﬃcially by a public authority. In one case (Ghenadie
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Şarafulin v. Acâc Ghioz, dec. of 09 June 2004) the Supreme
Court of Justice concluded that the periodical could
not be exonerated from liability for the publication of
a secret document concerning the plaintiﬀ because the
plaintiﬀ came into possession of the document illegally.
In other words, the dissemination of the information
contained in oﬃcial documents which are not public and
are obtained in violation of the law is not a reason for the
exoneration of the journalist and the media outlet as per
art. 27 of the Press Law.
By “public discourses”, in the meaning of art. 27 of
the Press Law, national judges understand only the
discourses held in the presence of many people or
during a radio or TV program. The meaning of the
expression “adequate summary” of a public discourse,
oﬃcial release, or oﬃcial document is not clear. What is
clear, however, is that the journalist and the media outlet
are not exonerated from liability for the dissemination
of oﬃcial releases and statements issued by somebody
other than a “public authority”, or their adequate
summary (see Supreme Court of Justice decision of 19
October 2003 on Solomon v. Flux). “Public authority”
means any person representing public authorities and
possessing powers linked to the exercise of executive,
legislative or judicial functions of the state.
The purpose of exoneration from liability as per art.
27 of the Press Law is based on the presumption of the
legal character of the oﬃcial document or behavior of
the public authorities and the enhancement of society’s
trust in public authorities. Under the circumstances it
is not clear why such a narrow interpretation is given
to art. 27 of the Press Law.
Another aspect linked to the burden of proof is lack
of any limitation for actions concerning the protection
of honor, dignity and professional reputation. In other
words, the obligation of the journalist to prove the verity
of the disseminated information is not limited in time.
Thus, somebody can require the retraction of certain
information even 10 years later. To be sure, the defendant
will be in a very diﬃcult situation in this case, as the
eﬀectiveness of the defense will be aﬀected by time and the
witness depositions will not be very credible. This is not
normal. By comparison, in some countries (e.g. France)
the term of limitation for ﬁling a defamation complaint is
restricted to several months.
“Absence of a need to involve pecuniary liability for
journalists according to ECHR practice”. The ECHR has
noted many times that any limitation on the freedom
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of expression must be seriously grounded (Handyside
v. UK, dec. 07 December 1976, § 49; Jersild v. Denmark,
dec. 23 September 1994, § 37).
Domestic courts impose pecuniary liability
on media outlets and journalists each time they
disseminate the statements of third parties, whose
verity is not proven (see Supreme Court of Justice
decision of 20 February 2003 on Călugăru v. Flux).
On several occasions (Jersild v. Denmark, ibid, § 35;
Thoma v. Luxembourg, dec. 29 March 2001, § 62) the
ECHR stated that a criminal sanction or the obligation
of a journalist to pay damages for the mere fact that
he/she helped disseminate statements originating from
a third party would hamper severely the contribution
of the press to the discussion of general issues, and
it ought to exist only under extremely imperative
circumstances. Among the “extremely imperative”
circumstances, which could justify such a limitation,
could be the journalist’s refusal to disclose his/her
sources or undersigning to the statements of the third
party. In other words, the indiscriminate involvement
of media outlets’ and journalists’ liability is not quite
compatible with the ECHR jurisprudence.
National judges interpret in absolute terms the burden
of proof, with the exceptions set in art 27 of the Press
Law. Thus, the journalist must demonstrate not only the
truthfulness of the disseminated information, but also the
absolute accuracy of this information (see the Supreme
Court of Justice decision of 19 October 2003 on Solomon
v. Flux). Such a strict interpretation is not quite compatible
with the standards regarding freedom of expression
developed by the ECHR, in accordance with which the
journalistic freedom also covers possible recourse to a
certain degree of exaggeration or even provocation (Prager
and Oberschlick v. Austria, dec. 26 April 1995, § 38).
In a recent case (Busuioc v. Moldova, dec. 21 December
2004, § 90) the Court reiterated its earlier position
(Thorgeir Thorgeirson v. Iceland, dec. 25 June 1992,
§ 63) which stated that the obligation of a journalist
to pay compensation for disseminating information
whose verity has not been established, under the
circumstances when the journalist did not act in bad
faith and conducted a reasonable research of the facts
reported, concerning alleged illegalities committed
by public ﬁgures, violated art. 10 of the Convention.
In other words, even when untrue information is
disseminated, the obligation of the journalist to pay
moral or material damages will run counter to his/
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her freedom of expression guaranteed by art.10 of the
Convention if the journalist did not act in bad faith and
undertook a reasonable research of the information
reported in his/her story. That is, the involvement of the
journalist’s liability as a result of a strict interpretation
of the defendant’s obligation to prove the truthfulness
of the disseminated information may contravene art.
10 Convention.
“The journalist is liable only for what he/she has
disseminated”. Sometimes plaintiﬀs claim that the image
of the subject created by the story aﬀects the subject’s
honor, dignity and professional reputation. In such
situations plaintiﬀs do not challenge speciﬁc fragments
from the story but rather the way the story is written.
As the ECHR said, art. 10 of the Convention protects
not only the substance of the ideas expressed, but also
the form they take on (Oberschlick v. Austria, dec. 23 May
1991, § 57). Thus, the ECHR noted that the penalization
of a journalist because, as a result of his story, the reader
received a negative image of the plaintiﬀ, who was a public
ﬁgure, when the article touched on a public interest,
contravenes art. 10 of the Convention (Lingens v. Austria,
ibid, § 41). Here the ECHR noted that it was not acceptable
that the primary task of interpreting the story should be
left up to the reader. In other words, when reviewing
similar cases the judge has to take into consideration ﬁrst
of all the journalist’s intention rather than the impression
that could be created with the public. If the judge should
not ﬁnd that the journalist’s intention was to defame the
plaintiﬀ, the obligation of the journalist to pay damages
could run counter to art. 10 of the Convention. Moreover,
impressions are oftentimes “value judgments”, and the
obligation to prove the truthfulness of “value judgments”
contravenes freedom of expression.
In order for the above standards to be applied
appropriately, in every case a discussion should be
held around the need “in a democratic society” to limit
freedom of expression.

Media role in a democratic society
The role of the media; Public issues; Public ﬁgures.
The concept of “the role of the media in a democratic
society” is a product of the ECHR work rather than of
the domestic judiciary practice. The ECHR has noted
that without pluralism, tolerance and openness there
can be no democratic society, and the role of the media
in this democratic society is that of a “watchdog” of
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democracy. The ECHR also noted on the same occasion
that the freedom of expression is an essential foundation
of the democratic society and one of the fundamental
conditions for its progress and the realization of the
potential of each person. This covers not only favorable
and inoﬀensive “information” and “ideas” but also those
that oﬀend, shock or disturb (Handyside v. UK, ibid, §
49; Jersild v. Denmark, ibid, § 37), while the restrictions
on political discourse or debates around public-interest
issues are very limited (Sürek v. Turkey (no. 1) [GC],
dec. 08 July 1999, § 61).
As the Court has noted, the media play an essential
role in a democratic society. Although it should not
cross certain limits, its obligation is nevertheless to
disseminate—to an extent consistent with its rights and
obligations—information and ideas concerning all issues
of public interest (De Haes and Gijsels v. Belgium, dec. 24
February 1997, § 37). The media’s task is to disseminate
such information and ideas, while the public has the right
to receive them. Otherwise the media will not be able to
play their vital role of “watchdog” (Thorgeir Thorgeirson v.
Iceland, ibid, § 63; Bladet Tromsø and Stensaas v. Norway
[GC], dec. 20 May 1999, § 62).
Apparently, in Moldova judges perceive the role of the
media as one of “accurate information of the population”
rather than one of a “watchdog” of democracy. In the
light of a strict obligation to prove the truthfulness of
the disseminated information, “accurate information”
is seen as information that does not oﬀend, shock, or
disturb. Moreover, in most defamation cases judges
establish only whether a certain fragment is true or not.
As soon as a judge ﬁnds out that a certain fragment is
not true, he or she awards moral and material damages.
Unfortunately, judges do not explain the need to pay
such damages. In other words, the standards described
above, developed by the ECHR, are ignored.
Public ﬁgures. According to statistics, the bulk of
defamation cases are started by the so-called “public
ﬁgures”, i.e. people who, due to their position or
function in society, inevitably become the subjects of
journalistic stories on issues of public interest. Usually,
these are politicians, civil servants, or business people.
As the ECHR has noted, a politician has the right
to protect his/her reputation, even when he/she does
not act as a private individual, but the requirements of
this protection should give priority to the interest of
holding an open discussion on political issues (Lingens
v. Austria, ibid, § 42; Oberschlick v. Austria, ibid, § 59).
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The limits of accepted criticism are wider in the case
of a politician than in the case of a private individual.
Unlike the latter, the former, inevitably and in full
awareness, is open to closer scrutiny of his/her words
and behavior by journalists and the public at large,
and hence he/she has to show an enhanced degree of
tolerance (Lingens v. Austria, ibid p. 26, § 42; Incal v.
Turkey, dec. 09 June 1998, § 54).
The statements in the previous paragraph are of
a distinct importance, especially when it comes to
compensations to be paid once it is established that the
information disseminated about the “public ﬁgure” is not
true. From the above paragraph it also ensues that when
reviewing cases started by “public ﬁgures”, involving
the freedom of expression, a distinction is to be made
between the “private life” of the “public ﬁgure” and his/
her behavior during the exercise of his/her authority as
“public ﬁgure”. Although one could not say that a “public
ﬁgure” does not have a private life (see Von Hannover
v. Germany, dec. 24 June 2004, § 61-81), its protection
has to be very limited when it comes to open debates
on political or public-interest issues. The ECHR has
suggested that, in principle, a criminal sanction or the
obligation to pay compensation for criticism of the work
of “public ﬁgures” outside their private life, or even the
dissemination of untrue information about them, which
is part of an open debate on public issues, where the
journalist has respected his obligations under the ethics
code, is not necessary in a democratic society (Fressoz
and Roire v. France, dec. 21 January 1999; Busuioc v.
Moldova, ibid, § 90).
Unfortunately, national judges make no distinction
between the “private life” and “public work” of a “public
ﬁgure”, and the protection of public ﬁgures against
criticism issuing from the media is especially high.
Although the judges in Moldova do not fully observe
the standards mentioned above, in one case (Stepaniuc
v. Jurnal de Chişinău, dec. 03 March 2004) the Supreme
Court of Justice concluded that the fact that the
allegations against the plaintiﬀ as to his involvement
in protectionism were not true justiﬁed the award of
moral damages to the plaintiﬀ.

The amount of damages awarded
for defamation
If it is found that material damages were caused to
the plaintiﬀ as a result of defamation, the court can rule,
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upon a request of the plaintiﬀ, the defendant to pay
the damages. If the court ﬁnds that a simple retraction
of the published information is not suﬃcient to reestablish the honor and dignity of the plaintiﬀ, it can
also rule the defendant to pay moral damages.
As the ECHR has reiterated, the nature and the severity
of the penalties ruled are factors that are to be taken into
account when establishing the proportionality of the
limitation of the freedom of expression, as deﬁned in
art. 10 of the Convention (see e.g. Ceylan v. Turkey [GC],
no. 23556/94, § 37, ECHR 1999 IV; Tammer v. Estonia,
no. 41205/98, § 69, ECHR 2001 I; Lešník v. Slovakia, no.
35640/97, § 63, ECHR 2003 IV). By setting damages
the court should not punish the defendant but only
award adequate compensation for the damage caused.
There must be a relationship of proportionality between
awarding compensations and the degree in which the
professional reputation was harmed (Tolstoy Miloslavsky
v UK, dec. 13 July 1995, § 49).
The ECHR looks at whether a sanction or
compensation is proportional, especially based on
the motivation expressed in the document setting the
sanction or awarding the compensation. If there is no
such motivation, or if the justiﬁcation is insuﬃcient,
the Court ascertains the violation of the Convention
(Scharsach and News Verlagsgesellschaft v. Austria, dec. 13
November 2003, § 45; Thoma v. Luxemburg, ibid, § 65;
Selistö v. Finland, dec. 16 November 2004, § 70).
Material damage. The material damage that can be
caused by defamation can take on the form of a real
damage or missed gain. The real damage, in this case,
represents the material damage caused directly by
defamation. The missed gain represents future losses
that under normal circumstances had to be obtained
if the plaintiﬀ had not been defamed (which represents
the damage caused to professional reputation). The
essential element that must be established for the
involvement of material liability of the defendant is the
relationship of proportionality between the material
damage caused and the defamation made. The causal
link has to be demonstrated by the plaintiﬀ and cannot
be presumed.
The party which loses the suit has the obligation
to fully compensate to the other party the expenses
associated with the suit (state fee, expenses linked to
the trial, expenses linked to summoning witnesses and
carrying out assessments, etc.) and the expenses for
legal assistance (the fees of and expenses incurred by
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the lawyers). The full compensation of the expenses
associated with the lawsuit is not normal when the
claims in the complaint are grounded only partially.
In such a case the judge is to rule the defendant to
pay such expenses proportionally to the admitted
claims.
According to the generally accepted practice in
Europe, even if the claims in the complaint are admitted
fully, lawyer fees are not paid fully by the defendant
unless they have been engaged, are necessary and are
proportional in terms of amount (see e.g. Nilsen and
Johnsen v. Norway [GC], no. 23118/93, § 62, ECHR
1999-VIII Amihalachioaie v. Moldova, no. 60115/00, §
47, ECHR 2004). Thus, if the judge ﬁnds that the fee
paid to the lawyer, under the circumstances of the case,
is too high, the judge will rule the defendant to pay it
only in part. Although this is not normal, according
to the judiciary practice in Moldova defendants are
obliged to compensate in full the expenses of the
plaintiﬀ associated with the trial of the case, even if the
case is admitted only in part.
Moral damage. According to the Civil Code of
Moldova (art. 1422), moral damage represents the
compensation for psychological and physical suﬀering
caused to a person by a civil oﬀence, by defamation in our
case. The magnitude of the moral damage caused to the
plaintiﬀ, in the case of defamation, has to be established
by the court depending on the nature and severity of
the physical and psychological damages caused to the
plaintiﬀ. However, the amount of the moral damage has
to satisfy the person injured (art. 1423).
The intensity of physical and psychological suﬀering
has to be proved by the plaintiﬀ. He/she also has to
justify the amount of the moral damage requested. The
court will take into account, when setting the amount
of the moral damage, the ﬁnancial situation of the
defendant and the realities in the Republic of Moldova
(see Busuioc v. Moldova, ibid, § 96).
A question that could not but spring up after
the enforcement of the Civil Code of Moldova was
whether a legal person could claim moral damages. It
is normal that a legal person may not have honor and
dignity, nor feel physical and psychological suﬀering,
for these can exist only in natural persons. The question
is whether a legal person can claim moral damages for
injury caused to professional reputation. Normally, the
professional reputation of legal persons materializes in
the turnover and trade ﬂow, i.e. the damage caused to
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professional reputation will lead inevitably to material
damages rather than to moral ones. The Supreme Court
of Justice, however, has conﬁrmed in one case (Gagauz
and The Moldova Railway v. Moldvavskie Vedomosti and
others) that a legal person can claim moral damages for
defamation.
The existence of material or moral damage cannot
be presumed. When setting the amount of damage the
judge should not sanction the defendant but only award
compensation to the plaintiﬀ (Tolstoy Miloslavsky v UK,
ibid, § 49).
However, national judges award substantial moral
damages without explaining clearly enough why they
adjudicate moral compensations of such a large amount.
Moreover, apparently such damages are established by
the judge arbitrarily, for plaintiﬀs justify their moral
claims extremely rarely. Some plaintiﬀs (e.g. Victor
Stepaniuc) didn’t even show up in court, and the judge
awarded the highest possible damage without being able
to explain the physical and psychological suﬀering of
the plaintiﬀ. This shortcoming could lead to a violation
of art. 10 of the Convention.

Access to public information
Given the media’s role in a democratic society and the
journalist’s obligation to demonstrate the truthfulness
of the disseminated information, the media are not
able to carry out their main task without having access
to public information. To be sure, such access should
not be an absolute one and may be limited based on
considerations of public safety or the protection of
others’ rights.
Although the Parliament of Moldova has adopted
the Access to Information Law, it is not working.
Consequently, journalists have limited access to public
information. Although in accordance with art. 10 the
Government is under no obligation to provide access

to public information (Gaskin v. UK, dec. 07 July 1989,
§ 53), the deprivation of an eﬀective possibility to bring
evidence when the burden of proof is on the journalist
contravenes the freedom of expression (see Jerusalem v.
Austria, no. 26958/95, § 45-46, ECHR 2001 II ; Busuioc
v. Moldova, ibid, § 88).
In one case (Daac Hermes and Daac-Prom v.
Timpul and others) the judge turned down the
request of the defendants to ask from the plaintiff
documents which were not public but which could
help them in their defense. The effective deprivation
of the Timpul newspaper of the possibility to bring
in evidence to support its position in a suit started
by the Daac-Hermes Company, in the light of the
Government’s refusal to provide to the defendant
these documents, could mean a violation of art. 10
of the convention.
Conclusions
The interpretation of the burden of proof in
defamation cases is too rigid and threatens freedom of
expression. Thus, national judges make no distinction
between “information” and “value judgments”, and
the exoneration of the media outlet or the journalist
from liability is too limited;
 Apparently, the civil legislation of Moldova makes
no diﬀerence between “oﬀence” and “libel”, while
in accordance with the regular judiciary practice a
person cannot request moral damages for “oﬀence”;
 The role of the media in Moldova is perceived only
as providing “accurate information to the population”,
which should not shock, disturb or provoke;
 Apparently, the compensations awarded to plaintiﬀs
in cases of defamation are set arbitrarily, without an
adequate justiﬁcation;
 Judges in Moldova are not applying adequately the
standards developed by the ECHR in the area of
freedom of expression.


Vlad GRIBINCEA
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There is no human development without
cultural freedom expressed in the media
From the point of view of human rights, there
is no point in having all the food in the world
if you can’t move freely. By the same token,
what’s the point of annual economic growth in
a country which can’t provide cultural freedom
to its citizens, including those belonging to
ethnic, linguistic or religious groups.
Thus, in a world facing the threat of a supposedly
inevitable clash of civilizations1 and in a country such
as the Republic of Moldova, which has, nevertheless,
managed to create a political space in which conﬂicts
can be managed without major social commotions—
which has not been the case in some other ex-Soviet
countries2 - cultural freedom, expressed through the
mass media, ought to be regarded as an essential
element of human development.
In the context of choice and pluralism, one could
ask whether diversity is being encouraged today
in Chişinău and how can we take advantage of it?
We tried to see the extent and the frequency with
which various aspects of multiculturalism appear in
the media of a society such as the Moldovan one,
which is still wavering between its monoethnic or
polyethnic character. Are publications addressed to
ethnic or linguistics groups of Moldova, which is an
element promoting inclusion rather than exclusion?
How many of the periodicals have survived due to
(or perhaps in spite of) the right of all the citizens
recognized and guaranteed in the Constitution to
preserve, develop and express their ethnic, cultural,
linguistic and religious identity?
In search of answers, I have leafed through some
publications, asked some people, consulted some
documents and archives, and now I can report some
observations.

A quick glance at the catalogue of newspapers and
magazines for 2005, published by the state-owned
press distributor Poşta Moldovei and tied to the
counter by a thin piece of wire at the Central Post
Oﬃce, suggests that only several publications seem
to be addressed to ethnic and cultural communities:
Russkoe slovo, boasting a periodicity of twice per
month; the Jewish newspaper Habad Liubavici (once a
month, 16 pages, history, tradition, news from the life
of the Jews in Moldova, CIS, Israel, Germany, USA); or
the interregional twice-weekly Vesti Gagauzii. At the
same time, the inhabitants of Moldova can subscribe
to periodicals from Belarus, Ukraine, Russia, or can
have access to supplements such as Rossiiski vestnik, a
joint project by the Russian information agency RIA
Novosti and the Nezavisimaia Moldova newspaper, or
the supplement of the latter called Belarus v Moldove.

The oﬃcial version of the national
composition of Moldova
In order to place these and other periodicals in
the context of Moldova to assess whether this is little,
enough or too much, it would be useful to outline
the ethnic composition of Moldova, according to
the people’s self-identiﬁcation—or according to how
the census oﬃcers, hence the state, identiﬁed them—
during the census of October 2004.
Out of a population of 3,388,071, without
the eastern regions and the city of Bender, there
were 76.1% Moldovans (2,579,202 people), 8.4%
Ukrainians (283,367), 5.8% Russians (198,144), 4.4%
Gagauz (147,661), 2.1% Romanians (70,275), 1.9%
Bulgarians (65,072) and 1.3% other nationalities
(44,350).3

Human Development Report 2004, Cultural Liberty in Today’s Diverse World, the oﬃcial Web page of Global Human Development
Reports, http://hdr.undp.org/reports/global/2004/.
2
The Republic of Moldova: Economic Growth, Jobs Creation and Poverty Reduction Policies, Chisinau, 2005.
3
National Statistics Bureau, preliminary data disseminated by a press release of 17 May 2005; ﬁnal data will be published by the end of
2005; http://www.statistica.md/recensamint.php?lang=ro.
1
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Evreiskoe mestechko (The Jewish Place), an
example of consistency

The harmonization of interethnic relations
through the Gagauz sesi newspaper

A good development in this sense has been a
periodical of an ethnic group which, according to
oﬃcial statistics, is among “other nationalities”. An
example of continuity in these changing times is
represented by the newspaper Evreiskoe mestechko
(The Jewish Place) (Web page at http://www.dorledor.
info), published by the Dor le Dor charity, which in
Hebrew means “from one generation to another”. The
newspaper was launched at the hundredth anniversary
of the pogrom against Jews in Chisinau, and in June
2005, the publication reached its 91st edition printed
in 3,000 copies and sold by subscription in Moldova
and Israel. It has 12 pages and is published four times
a month. What makes Evreiskoe mestechko stand
out among the other periodicals published by the
Jewish community of Moldova is its constancy, says
the publication’s editor-in-chief Ilia Mariaş. “Unlike
the paper Nash golos, which is no longer published,
and Istoki zhizni, which doesn’t have a constant
periodicity, our newspaper has always come out on
time in its two years of existence”, says Mariaş. I asked
Ilia Mariaş how exactly does his newspaper meet
one of the objectives announced upon launching—
timeliness.4 “I think that Evreiskoe mestechko is a
timely publication”, the editor-in-chief said, bringing
as supportive arguments the evolution of the format
and the periodicity of the paper: initially it had
four pages, then it was published twice per month,
since 1 September 2003, it started having eight pages
and was published every two weeks, and in January
2004 it became a weekly and, more recently, since
September 2004, it acquired the current format of 12
pages.
The publication’s Web page features, besides the
newspaper’s online version, news, a presentation of
the Dor le Dor foundation and its contribution to
the restoration of the Jewish cemetery in Chisinau
and a short Jewish history of Moldova.

In Ceadir-Lunga, where the Gagauz history of
Moldova is being written, the publication Gagauz
sesi (The Voice of the Gagauz), founded ten years
ago in Copceac by the late journalist Petru Yalanji,
who died two years ago, continues to be published
due to his wife. Rodica Vizitiu-Yalanji, a teacher of
Romanian at the Copceac school, says she decided
to continue the publication “because the newspaper
was something very dear to my husband. Petru
wanted to use this newspaper to promote the work
of local young Gagauz writers and contribute to
the development of the Gagauz language and to the
harmonization of interethnic relations”. Today, the
Gagauz sesi newspaper is published every month on
eight pages. Petru Yalanji also founded the Union of
Gagauz Journalists.5

The Polish language on Radio 103.5 FM
Bălţi
For the second year in a row Radio 105.3 FM in
the city of Bălţi broadcasts shows in Polish. They last
15 minutes and are on air every Tuesday at 11.40 a.m.
The show was created on a proposal from the Polish
Ambassador to Moldova, Piotr Marciniak, and is made
by Irina Risovskaya in the studio of the Polish House
in Bălţi. The author of the show was trained at Radio
Warsaw.6 According to Irina Risovskaya, her show
reports on events from Poland and broadcasts news
from the life of the Polish Diaspora in Bălţi. She puts on
air interviews with various personalities from Poland
and with the representatives of the Polish diplomatic
mission in Chişinău. In future the show will also
include Polish-language lessons. The manager of the
radio station, Ecaterina Cojocaru, says that the shows
produced at the Polish House are very popular among
the Polish speakers of Bălţi and the surrounding areas,
as in the north of the country there are many villages
populated by ethnic Poles.

Nezavisimaia Moldova, 9 July 2003.
DECA-press, 26 April 2005.
6
DECA-press, 10 May 2005.
4
5
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The Russian cultural center RussiaTeţcani, Briceni, is online

Initiatives of intercultural
communication

In Moldova, where access to information
technologies is six times smaller than in Estonia
and two times smaller than in Russia, although
the starting point in the early ‘90s was about the
same7, the Internet cannot compete for now with
traditional media. However, there are initiatives
that can be seen as innovative. The Russian cultural
center Russia-Teţcani was opened on 1 June 2005.
Teţcani is a village of 2,856 people in the district
of Briceni, situated next to the Romanian and
Ukrainian borders. The center communicates with
the outer world through a Web page at http://www.
teckani.narod.ru/. The site represents the Russian
community in Teţcani, mentioning at the same time
that the communication languages used in the village
are Ukrainian and Russian, while the kindergarten,
the school and the mass in church are all in Russian.
Among the permanent sections of the site there are
Village News, The Town Hall, The Mill (built in 1938
by a Jewish person named Haem, and which is now
Vetreak, LTD), Village Development Plan, People,
Our Villagers Abroad (here one can read the stories
of Teţcanians who work abroad), Congratulations,
Advertising, and Phone Book.

In the same line of multiculturalism through
communication one can ﬁnd the initiative called
Reﬂecting Diversity In the Mass Media (www.ijc.
iatp.md), carried out by the Independent Journalism
Center, or the project Strengthening the Participation
of Youth Belonging to Ethnic Minorities of Moldova8
carried out by the European Youth Exchange (EYE)
Moldova. Sergiu Tomşa, EYE Moldova executive
director, says that in 2005 the project will support
youth participation and intercultural communication
via 25 Local Youth Councils all across Moldova.
Information, documentation and advice are the
components of the project, which means that youth
media initiatives can be supported, too, if they
originate on the left side of the Dniester river, such as
the school newspaper published by the Local Youth
Council in Mălăieşti, Sergiu Tomşa says.

True
If it is true that from one snow ﬂake one can
reconstruct entire snow banks, and a piece of broken
glass can reﬂect the entire universe, then these several
snapshots of the media realities in Moldova could
provide several hints as to the state of the press
published by ethnic and linguistic communities.

Igor GUZUN,
Senior Lecturer,
Department of Journalism and
Communications,
State University of Moldova;
Editor of “The UN in Moldova”.

7
8

Strategia de Creştere Economică şi Reducere a Sărăciei, 2004-2006, www.scers.md.
Buletinul Electronic al Centrului Naţional de Resurse pentru Tineri, nr. 94, 3 mai 2005.
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The independent newspaper Tighina
I would like to speak about an attempt to promote
the independent press in Tighina. Between 5 March
1991 and 17 January 1992 the Tighina newspaper
appeared in the city of Tighina (Bender); this
was an independent news publication. Its initial
circulation was 2,000 copies, increasing later on
to 2,500.
Tighina was oﬃcially registered with the State
Department for Publishers, Printing Houses, and Book
Distributors and was printed at the Bender Printing
House on 52 Pushkin str. On the last page of issue
#3 we can read that the publication was founded by
Leonid Anatolie Lefter, a biology and chemistry teacher.
His wife Tatiana was a journalist. She was invited to
Bender in the late 1980s to work at the city radio as the
editor of Moldovan (Romanian)-language programs;
later she joined her husband in publishing Tighina. The
newspaper was managed by an editorial board.
The publication was printed “with people’s money”,
as Mr. Lefter used to say. “The government didn’t give
us any money, and we didn’t ask for it either as we knew
we were publishing a free, noncommitted newspaper.
There was no censorship. Nobody was telling us what
to write and what not to write. Which does not mean
that it was easy to publish an independent Romanianlanguage newspaper in conditions of Tighina, especially
in the 1990s”.
In #1 we can ﬁnd a few programmatic points,
addressed to the reader: “The situation today is
complicated. It seems that the gap that has appeared
between people speaking diﬀerent languages is not
becoming smaller, but on the contrary is widening.
Today, as never before, we need truth. We wish it very
much that our newspaper could awaken many people
from their numbness. We want to be understood: we
want to be equals among equals, to speak the language
of our grandparents and great-grandparents, we want
our sons and daughters to know our history. We can
understand each other but only when we can hear each
other. Our newspaper will do its best to bring people
together in the name of the integrity of this land, which
is a holy land for us, called Moldova”.

In the journalistic context of the early 1990s,
especially in the city of Tighina whose inhabitants were
used to party newspapers of the kind of Pobeda, the
new publication was an attempt to exercise democracy
and promote the principle of freedom of expression
which is characteristic of a democratic society. To be
sure, there was no experience and no models to follow.
To the city newspaper Pobeda the new publication was
a serious test. As Pobeda’s team thought of themselves as
the only information source in the market, they started
to show signs of concern and published a story in which
they warned their readers that Tighina was the paper
of the Popular Front of Moldova, trying to make the
city dwellers suspicious of the new outlet. This “attack”
was described in the story titled “Following up on a
presentation” (29 March 1991). This is what the story wrote:
“Our colleagues doubt the independence of Tighina. Yes,
it is in-de-pen-dent. Our staﬀ would simply not work for
a diﬀerent kind of publication. Today you can express
your opinion only if you are independent. We declare
oﬃcially in front of our readers that the newspaper is
under neither the Popular Front of Moldova nor under
the Communist Party”.
The newspaper covered a whole range of topics,
which answered the readers’ stringent needs: from food
price hikes to the achievements of the Tighina football
team, from the environmental catastrophe in some
neighborhoods (#3) to the achievements and problems
of the National Theater “Gheorghe Asachi” located in the
city (## 6, 14), from healthcare issues to education (#8),
from the concerns of war veterans regarding the actions
of the Soiuz association (#12) to the Prut Flower Bridge
(#15), from the legend of Tighina (#8) to the strengths
and weaknesses of the city transportation (#8), from the
blocking of the Bender railroad on 1 September 2001
(#25) to meditations on the market economy (#26) and
the place of culture in city life (#14).
The newspaper did not shirk political issues. It also
reprinted stories, especially those about interethnic
relations, published in the democratic Moscow press.
In #4 there was an interview with the chairperson
of the Bender City Council, Ghimn Pologov, titled
“Haste or ignorance” (by V. Ciobanu), who thought that
the decision of the Supreme Soviet of the Transnistrian
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SSRM “On the primary tasks aimed at preserving the
originality of the Moldovan nation and its language and
culture”, passed on 12 March 1991, “Should not have
been adopted. I believe”, Gh. Pologov said, “that this is a
subject for specialists, for the Moldovan people”.
The newspaper showed timeliness, a fair attitude,
and a civic spirit by responding promptly to events. Its
stories would be interesting for researchers who study
the history of the early 1990s, as Tighina provides a
record of the events in the region.
Obviously, the publication did not limit its scope only
to political, economic or social stories; it also published
columns on the most current themes of the day, such as
replacing apartment doors with iron ones, empty fridges
and ideas on how to cook from nothing, also topical
cartoons, poems, drawings, short biographies of classical
Romanian writers accompanied by their portraits.

June 2005
Issue #42 was published on 17 January 1992. There
were no signs that this could be the last issue. The
editorial team probably thought that they shouldn’t
alarm the public, although, as Leonid Lefter says, the
situation in the city was volatile and nobody could
guarantee the respect of human rights. “I resisted for
as long as my life, that of my family and of the other
team members was not in danger. Then we had to
leave the town to save ourselves”.
The devotion to principles, the daring stories, the
dialogue with the reader, the diverse opinions—all
these created around the Tighina newspaper a power
ﬁeld of opinions on equal rights, freedom of opinion
and expression, but this was not liked by the bodies
which wouldn’t give in to political and social changes.
As we know, several months later, that is on 1 March
1992, the war on the Dniester started.

Larisa UNGUREANU
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